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Editorial Statement

OPPOSITIONS is an attempt to estab-
lish a new arena for architectural dis-
course in which a consistent eflort will
be made to discuss and develop specific
notions about the nature of architec-
ture and design in relation to the
man-made world. It is our joint belief
that truly creative work depends upon
such an extension of consciousness. To
this end, OPPOSITIONS will orient
itself towards the process of critical
assessment and re-assessment. It will
regularly feature a number of articles
which critically examine either a build-
ing, a book, or a theoretical position
with a view to interpreting and evaluat-
ing the general complex of ideas in-
volved. It is hoped that a series of
dialogues will result which will occasion
an exchange of views not only among
the editors, but also between the reader
and other outside contributors. To this
end we will extend some of this dis-
course into a series of forums to permit
an open discussion of the issues raised
by OPPOSITIONS. These forums will
be held atThe Institute for Architec-
ture and Urban Studies. A record of the
discussion will be edited for publication
in an issue of OPPOSITIONS.

In all this, no attempt will be macte to
establish a single editorial line. The
Institute will maintain its independ-
ence while we, as editors, will simply
attempt to maintain the discourse at a
high level and to concentrate on issues
which in one way or another must nec-
essarily affect the future status of
architecture and design. Naturally our
respective concerns as individuals for
formal, socio-cultural and political dis-
course will make themselves felt in our

joint editing of OPPOSITIONS. The
opposition alluded to in the title will
first and foremost begin at home.

OPPOSITIONS will address itself to
the evolution of new models for a theory
of architecture. It will attempt to relate
such models to specific buildings and
theories which, in our opinion, either
directly state or implicitly evoke the
existence of such models. We will not, in
all this, restrict our discourse to the
very latest work. On the contrary, we
will attempt to link the present to the
past to assess the overall contribution
of majorindividuals and movements
which still have relevance today. Our
editorial position will be to attempt to
create a climate of opinion where ideas
and action are seen as being necessarily
complementary to any vital architec-
tural culture.

Peter Eisenman
Kenneth Frampton
Mario Gandelsonas



Neoclassicism and
Modern Architecture

Colin Rowe

These two articles on the Miesian
school of "neo-Palladianism" and on
the generic classicism of Mies's later
work were written in 1956 and 1957
respectively. Hitherto unpublished,
they extend and broaden the argument
first broached in Rowe's essay "The
Mathematics of the Ideal Villa" of 1947

Colin Rowe has been at Cornell Uni-
versity,where he is Professor of
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uating in architecture from Liverpool,
he also studied at the Warburg
Institute with Rudolf Wittkower and
at Yale with Henry Russell Hitchcock.
Besides Comell, he has taught at the
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Part I

2 The Miesian and the Palladian - for some time in certain
circles these epithets have been almost synonymous, and
now that we are no longer shocked by their juxtaposition,
and no longer even shocked by our lack of shock, one might
well ask what larger issues are subtended by this little
semantic revolution. It has been so quiet a coup, so lacking
in flags and manifestos, that one might be tempted to believe
it not to have taken place - if only the buildings were not
there to prove it, and if innumerable student drawing boards
did not seem to promise more to follow.

Nor has there been any unwillingness to recognize these
buildings for what they are. Already in 1953, in a house
whose symmetry a casual observermight then have dismissed
as innocent, Architectural Forum was ready to detect "Pal-
ladian" overtones; recently the Architectural Record }:,as

been able to designate similar manifestations as "Space-
Time Palladian"; while in England-from time to time-the
Architectural Reuiew has hinted of the formalistic dangers
inherent to a neo-Palladian program. It would thus be ill-
advised to believe that a new attitude has not appeared, or
to assume that the appellation "Palladian" is not something

Figure 1. Oneto House, PhiLip J ohnson,
a.rch.ite,ct. 1951.

Figure 2. One.to Housr:. Plan

more than another straw casually blowing in the critical wind.

Most generally the contemporary "neo-Palladian" building
presents itself as a small house equipped with Miesian eleva-
tions and details. Conccptually a pavilion and usually a
single volume, it aspires to a rigorous symmetry of exterior
and (where possible) interior. If not Mies's Resor House,
then Philip Johnson's Oneto House at Irvington-on-Hud-
son, may be considered a forerunner of the type, of which
John Johansen's house in Fairfield County, Connecticut and
Bolton and Barnstone's De Moustier House in Houston
might be allowed to represent more elaborate examples. But
almost certainly other examples, and not necessarily domes-

tic ones, will suggest themselves.

It may be noticcd tha1, buildings such as these arc a dis-
tinctly American phenomenor-t, or at least that they are
scarcely for the moment to be lounrl outsicle the United
States. It may also be suggested that their rcscmblance to
anv allegecl prototypc along the Brenta or arouncl Viccnza
is slight, that obviously their architects have eschcwed any
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Figure 3. Goodyear House. John
J ohansen, architect. I g 56.

Figure 4. Goodyear House. Plqn
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Figure 5. De Moustier House. Bolton
and Barnstone, architects.

Figure 6. De Moustier House. Plan.
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Figure 7. St. Louis Airport. Hellmuth,
Yamqsaki & Leinueber, architects.
1955.

Figure 8. Kresge Auditorium and
Chapel. Eero Saarinen, architect.
1953. Model.
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overt historical reminescence; but that, being inspired by
certain activities of Mies van der Rohe, they have presumed
the symmetrical disposition of a building to be adequate for
most purposes and that, in doing so, have arrived at some
rough approximation of the characteristic Paladian parti.

There is not - or perhaps there should not be - anything
very remarkable about a Palladian parti; some forty or fifty
years ago it would conceivably have escaped notice. And
there is not-or should not be-any-thing very much to engage
attention in a small Miesian house which is surely among the
more distinguished conventions of the last decade. But this
new convention, the small and elegant Miesian house which
self-consciously advertises a Palladian parti, should still in-
vite attention; in the first case, perhaps not so much for what
it is as for what it signifies.

For twenty years ago a proposal that by the turn of the cen-
tury the members of a younger generation of architects might
be obsessively fascinated by problems of sS.,rnmetry would
have appeared dubious, or one presumes it would; while in
1947, one knows, the supposition would still have appeared
surprising. In 1937, with the few, and ten years ago, with the
many, it was probably safe to assert that, among other for.
malistic aberrations, the "cult of the axis" was dead, or
dyr.,g. But apparently today things have changed, and, as
the reflections of this change, these "neo-Palladian" build-
ings do seem to propose a question, a problem that might
quite simply be stated thus:
Either we are scarcely able to accept these buildings os ex-
amples of modern architecture;
Or we are scarcely able to accept modern architecture's the-
oretical professions.
While the first proposition is absurd and the second is dis-
tressing, embarrassmcnt still cannot inhibit the suspicion
that buildings of this kind do constitute a decisive breach,
not only with modern architecture's orthodor tenets, but
also with the visual criteria of what might be considered its
canonical achievements. Because, in a general sense, this
problem concerns some of the more impeccable and influ-
ential productions of the present day, it begins to grow acute.
In any case, this post-Miesian manner is now altogether too
general for it to be lightly dismissed as a private diversion of

the sophisticated. Nor can it be properly judged in isolation. b
Almost certainly to understand its significance it should be
seen as paralleled by that broader, more popular and dubi-
ously classicizing movement reasonably exemplified by such
recent works as Yamasaki's St. Louis Airport and Saarinen's
auditorium and chapel group at M.I.T.

These developments - the domestic interpretation of Mies
in terms of a latter day Pompeian amenity and the quasi-
Roman translation lately given to the experiments of Nervi,
Buckminster Fuller and Candela-are evidently related.
Thus, although the one is involved primarily with the plan
and the other shows perhaps a more developed interest in
structure, both are preoccupied with an ideal of volumetric
control, both display a partiality for centralized space, both
show an urbane and technocratic rather than a rustic and
craftsmanlike conception of architecture, and neither has
any quarrel with the present day. But, while both indisput-
ably depend on the so-called International Style, it is a little
too easy to assert that they represent no more than an exten-
sion of the sanctions of this "style." A reaction'a l'antique
such as this has been recognized to be, such a reaction, car-
ried out within the framework of modern architecture and
sometimes with a belligerent loyalty towards it-on the face
of it this is so odd and so much a violation of what was
thought to be the idea of modern architecture that it deserves
serious attention.

Of course what is, or what was thought to be the idea oI
moderur architecture, is a subject of some confusion, as such
matters always must be. Also, in order to establish any stan-
dard of judgment, to refer to an orthodox theory of modern
architecture is unwarrantable, to invoke modern architec-
ture's canonical achievements is exaggerated, while even to
imply the existence of the International Style is somewhere
to give ofiense. Nevertheless it is for the moment of conveni-
ence to use all these terms as implements of criticism, as
working generalizations in order to permit a few ideas to be
deployed; although such generalizations will scarcely respect
the thickness of texture which is present in the most elemen-
tary situation, if they are understood to be no more than
implements they might still do some rough justice to the
facts.



6 Thus, if modern architecture proposed to combat all vested
orthodoxy in the interests of rational evolution and if it never
conceived its past as likely to determine its future, it is still
beyond argument that a certain consensus of theoretical
precept and some common compositional methods did dis-
tinguish the verbal pronouncements and plastic solutions of
the twenties and ther.efore it is not entirely misleading to
speak of the International Style; while further, since the
architectural crystallization of thirty-five years ago still re-
mains of crucial significance, it is not completely unreason-
able to recognize its representative manifestations - the
Bauhaus, Garches, the Barcelona Pavilion, for instance - as

establishing a canon, and then to identify the theory which
inspired these buildings as orthodox.

But orthodox theory, it must be admitted, is not easy to
identify. It is apparently something less than a consistent
doctrine and something more than a body of principles. It is
an unforrnulated collection of aphorisms and polemic from
which certain inferences can be drawn. It is an attitude of
mind which we may recogrize by its temperature. For present
purposes it is that atmosphere of thought vaguely associated
with Le Corbusier, Gropius and Mies Van der Rohe which
expounds and justifies the appearance of a new architecture
in the years following 1919.

Persuasive, sometimes contradictory, often highly condensed,
precisely because it is a climate of opinion, orthodox theory
does not submit itself too readily to analysis. It is like a

building that resists frontal examination which, in conse-
quence, one is obliged to approach from the flank. Since it is
impossible to approach it head on, it might be as well a
beginning to get into it, as it were, by surprise, and then very
briefly to observe one of its central assumptions: a proposi-
tion that the condition of a community's architecture is a
symptom of its social and spiritual health. This. as the more
scientifically stated proposition that the evolution of archi-
tecture may be an index to the history of ideas, is obviously
one of the more basic postulates of the history of art. But
as a hypothesis that contemporary society is sick, doomed,
lacking in integration and chaotic, while the society of the
future will be whole, sane, organically difierentiated and
ordered, it furnishes an invaluable clue to the mind and spirit

of an epoch. The world, it seems to imply, arvaits the great
regeneration; and modern architecture emerges as a kind of
present evidence of this, as the result not so much of a change
of vision as a change of heart.

Obviously these suppositions, which are not rvithout dis-
tinctly theological overtones. expanded the feelings and con-
tributed dignity; while, being able to conceive of himself in
these millennial terms, the modern architect was able to
become a kind of Siegfried or St. George. He became the
hero figure who, strangely absolvcd from contemporary cor-
ruption, is the l<iller of the eclectic dragons which are its
symbol and the protagonist not only of an architectural but
of a social revolution and, since, by reference to these atti-
tudes, the individual building could be unclcrstood not
simply as a building, but as the indication of a genuine re-
birth, so it rvas partly in this way that the International
Stvle, perhaps alone of all the acant garde movements of the
twenties, rvas provided with a basic responsibility. Endowed
with a rationale quite independent of architecture, the mod-
ern building became a ritual celcbration of the humane po-

tential in a mechanized society.

This was an imposing fantasy; and the intensity of commit-
ment which characterized the innovators of the trventies
might, without too much exaggeration, be explained in terms
of their accepting it. It was a fantasy which provided the new
architecture with an ethical content, equipped it with a

distinct symbolism, and became highly instrumental in its
popular success. But it is now, of course, exactly this popular
success rvhich seems to have become injurious to this whole
idealization of the future planned world motif. Rather
awkwardly many of modern architecture's most significant
achievements arc already of respectable antiquity. One may
approach them in much the same state of mind as was for-
merly reserved for the Palazzo Farnese or the Louvre. We
have become aware that modern architecture has a past, not
to speak of a present; and since this present-the future of
yesterday for which all the struggle was-is not apparently
threatened by any imminent Utopia, the whole millennial
justification begins to seem embarrassing. Modern architec-
ture is now recognized by govertments and endorsed by
great corporations. A generation has grorvn up rvhich accepts



it as a matter of course; and therefore, the modem architect
can less seriously claim to be the protagonist of any new inte-
gration of culture. He can no longer very well be militant;
and, being less disposed to evangelize a world which, without
changing very much has accepted him, he seems now more
willing to resume a specific function.

Gain or loss, there is in this combination of public apprecia-
tion, practical success, and a certain deflation of the opti-
mism, one of the contributory causes of the new attitudes
and one of the possible explanations of that partly obsessive,
partly defiant relationship with the older masters which
characterizes the present day. The derivative nature of the
new movements is apparent and sometimes self-proclaimed.
Often they differ from their source material largely bv reason
of what they have in common with it, and generally they
are apt to play upon the same sensibilities.

"Neo-Palladianism," for instance, has inherited, particularly
from Mies, a sense of propriety. It has adopted, particularly
from him, an ordinance of the building envelope. It has been
led by him to accept as sufficient the statement of elementary
volume. Its preferred textures, its taste for big scale and
immaculate finish are largely Miesian, while it has enjoyed
the same sanction for its symmetrical solutions. And to a
not so extreme clegree the same statements are also true
of the less formulated "neoclassical" manner. This has
absorbed a number of further elements: it is structurally
more adventurous, it is perhaps more disposed to look with
active favor upon Le Corbusier; but, in the last analysis, its
Miesian point of origin is not easy to dispute.

However the two movements, and the "neo-Palladian" in
particular, seem to be rnost intimately linked with Mies, and
with that orthodox theory of which he is here considered
a representative, by their characteristically "typical" and
neutral forms, Here, and in the cold synthetic materials by
which they chose to realize these forms, their allegiance
to a principle of the twenties could scarcely be more explicitly
stated. But it may be the very explicit nature of this state-
ment which also calls attention to it as an act of compensa-
tion, since quite as explicitly-in their choice of portls and
by their unashamed selecting of certain forms in and for

themselues-the new movements set other principles of the 7
twenties at a disiance.

"The attempt to revive architecture from the point of view
of form appeared to be doomed,"'wrote Mies in 1940 of the
situation c. 1910; and his "We refusc to recognize problems
of form but only of building," is almost a battle cry of the
years c. 1923. It is the leif motif of the Bauhaus and a con-
stantly recurring element, though with difierent inflection,
in the thought of Le Corbusier. The pursuit of form was
presumed to lead to forms of doubtful integrity, to be irra-
tional and private, to be a wilful pre-occupation with the
past, an irresponsible side tracking of the future; and there
was the example of the nineteenth century to prove it. The
new architecture was to be authentic, that is, it was to be
inevitable and predestined and in the nature of things. It
was to be simply not one possibility among many, but the
only possibility, and thus it was necessary that its deter-
minants should seem to lie outside the sphere of choice, that
what Mies termed "subjective license" should be eradicated
and that, in its place, "objectivity" should be installed as
the criterion of value.

"Objectivity" meant limits. It implied also an impersonal,
a generalized and an abstracted form; and, of course, the
conception of such a form, purged of individual sentiment
and rising above personal emotion, is, at the bottom, a classi-
cal one. It is the idea which subsumes all tragic drama. And
most notably this aspect of the demand for neutrality seems
to have been understood by Le Corbusier. But the same
requirement could be given an alternative twist. "Typical"
form could be seen as necessitated by mass production, by
common sense, by the reality of everyday and by the demands
of a new society. "Objectivity," it might seem, could be guar-
anteed by an exacting attention to use fabrication and per-
formance, by giving to architecture the impersonal purity of
a technique. Such form, it tvas sometimes felt, would, in con-
trast to the architecture of the last five hundred years, be
rational and an answer to the needs of the spirit.

But the discriminating doubted whether this could be all.
An architecture which repudiates mere stylishnes and wilful
innovation, but which calls itself "modern," or "new," or for



8 that matter "contemporary," possibly means something by
these words. Their significance is not entirely chronological.
An architecture which calls itself "organic" is apt to invoke
biology. A "modem" architecture, of necessity, calls up a
criterion of contemporaneity; and thus, according to Gropius,
the new architecture is "the inevitable logical product of the
intellectual, social and technical condition of our age";' and,
although this may mean a great deal, it can also only mean
that in order for a building to be "new" or "modern" it must
embody a full consciousness of certain imperious and strictly
contemporary demands, that it must be predicated not only
in terms of function, structure and materials but also in terms
of that more intangible content: the spirit of the age.

It was a valuable idea. It elevated modern architecture both
above mere rationalism and mere whimsy. It was an idea
which, seeing modern architecture as the "inevitable" prod-
uct of the time, gave it value in terms of all preceding time.
It was the standard which Mies called up in 1923-24 when
he gave his eloquent definition of architecture as "the will
of the epoch transplanted into space." But at the same time
and with equal eloquence he had also demanded of archi-
tecture that "it should exclusively be: building."

Now there is a possible dichotomy here which, it might be
said, Mies has ever since been attempting to solve. For, if
architecture is to be simply rational building and simultane-
ously to be the embodiment of the spirit of the age, then we
are forced to one of two conclusions: either that the spirit
of the age is simply materialist, concerned entirely with tech-
nology; or that it is so refined in its powers of selection as
to be willing to content itself with a simply technological
expression. And, if either of these possibilities seems to be
improbable-and both do seem to be unlikely-then it can
only be assumed that although modern architecture may
be a physical translation of "the will of the epoch" it can
scarcely, for that very reason, be simply rational building
and no more.

However, since the spirit of the age, while maybe a reality
which can scarcely be disputed, is also a very elastic concep-
tion, a discrepancy of this kind can often be overlooked. For,
by implication, the spirit of an age is a universal spirit, irre-

sistible, supra-rational, impersonal, perceptive and wise. It
is, presumably, the unexpressed cravings at any given time
of mankind, or of "the people;" so that in presenting himself
as the interpreter of this collective unconscious, the modern
architect added a further role to his Siegfried-St. George
repertoire. He became now he who intuits what should be,

the mediator betrveen the unconscious psychological life of
the "folk" and the technological means at its disposal, the
seer, the prophet, the guru. He became not only the protag-
onist of social renovation but also, it might be said, the mid-
wife of history, or of historically significant form.

Or at least something like this seems to have been the idea;
and, obviously, armed in this way and able to see himself as

the neutral agent of an epochal will, the innovating architect
of the twenties was well able to "refuse to recognize problems
of form." These problems were, in theory, no longer his own.
Form became, now, not the result of choice, but an imperious
necessity of evolution or an unavoidable effect of social
change; and, in this way, the architect could de-personalize
his taste and then interpret it afresh as a prophetic intuition.

But when an aesthetic preference becomes an insight into
human destiny it may, for all the overt suppression of its real
nature, still flourish as happily as before; and the fact that it
mayexplains a great dealwhich is otherwise inexplicable. For,
logically followed, the rationalist theme of orthodox theory-
that of a dedicated architecture determined by use and tech-
nology - should have resulted in a series of solutions elicited
entirely by inductive and empirical methods, solutions which
might happen to be similar by reason of similar functions or
similar technological conditions; and the canonical monu-
ments, which have been here too long neglected, are anything
but this. They were intended to embody the spirit of the age
and of course they did; but, at its most architecturally en-
lightened, this spirit of the age was also highly defined and,
whether it was supposed to or not, it does seem to have
prompted forms quite as specific as those neoclassical dis-
tributions which today are deliberately chosen.

Thus when Gropius writes in 1923 of "a new aesthetic of the
horizontal," and when he adds that, "at the same time the
symmetrical relationship of parts of a building and their



orientation towards a central axis is being replaced by a new
conception of equilibrium which transmutes this dead sym-
metry of similar parts into an assymetrical but equal bal-
ance,"3 while implying that this is a general tendency (which
it certainly was), he also provides some indication of his own
quite personal feeling for specific distributions of form.

And, in a remarkably similar passage, so influential a publi-
cist as Theo Van Doesburg displays a comparable preference:

In the course of time the symmetrical composition has
pressed itself more and more towards the centre, towards
the axis of the plane, to such a degree that the composition
is entirely pivot shaped and the canvas remains blank and
therefore gives an impression of emptiness.
Very important essential renewal of the method of compo-
sition. Gradual abolition of the centre and of all passive
emptiness. The composition develops in the opposite direc-
tion, instead of towards the centre towards the extreme
periphery of the canvas, it even appear as it were to con-
tinue beyond it. . . .'

Here, though Gropius is writing about architecture and Van
Doesburg ostensibly about painting, both are saying very
much the same thing. Van Doesburg stigmatizes symmetry
and proposes "the abolition of the centre"; Gropius finds
traditional symmetry "dead" and being replaced by ,,a new
conception of equilibrium"; Van Doesburg concludes this
"new equilibrium" to be concerned with peripheric rather
than concentric developments; and the evidences of what he
elsewhere called "peripheric composition" are to be recog-
nized in varying degrees in most of the historically significant
buildings of the period - whatever their functions, whatever
their structure, whatever their materials.

Peripheric composition, because of a mental set against the
exercise of aesthetic preference, was rarely acknowledged;
but, whether consciously employed or not, it does seem to
have provided a major principle of organization. When Sieg-
fried Giedion writes of the Bauhaus that it "expands into a
pin wheel" or that "the ground floor lacks all tendency to
contract inwards upon itself,"' he identifies one of its mani-
festations. When Philip Johnson notices that in Mies's ear-
lier buildings "the unit of desiga is no longer the cubic room
but the free standing wall, sliding out from beneath the roof

and extending into the landscape," he recognizes another. g
But at Garches the "abolition of the centre" is conducted in
even more thoroughgoing fashion than at either the Bauhaus
or the Barcelona Pavilion, and there, particularly, the full
relevance of the peripheric idea becomes evident.

At Garches, precisely because of the condensation of the
building into a block, that centralization to which Gropius
and Van Doesburg were so averse seems certainly to be de-
manded. But the strongly repetitive nature of the grid - the
basic constituent of so many modern buildings - tends to
prohibit it. And the sandwich-like layers of space - also a
product of the grid - have the same effect. They emphasize
the idea of an extension, of a pulling outwards rather than
a concentration of space; and, while it is true that at Garches
a gesture is made towards centralization by the perforation
of the floor slabs and the inflection of the grid to an
A.B.A.B.A. rhythm, Le Corbusier's solution remains the
classic illustration of how peripheric composition was able to
reinforce seemingly intrinsic characteristics of the skeleton
structure. It enters into a contrapuntal relationship with this
skeleton; and, by doing so, it further deemphasizes the al-
ready unemphatic center of the building and strengthens or
gives tension to the extremities of the space.

Nor, obviously, was peripheric composition merely the prac-
tice of modern architects of the great generation. Just as
clearly it may be seen persisting in one of the most repre-
sentative American buildings of ten years ago - in Marcel
Breuer's Robinson House at Williamstown, Mass., a bi-
nuclear scheme of considerable finesse providing an almost
perfect example of how the pre-dispositions of the twenties
became progressively modified by an increased taste for the
rustic. Theoretically a diagram derived from analysis of func-
tion underlies the conception of any such house as this one;
but, after any more than a casual inspection of Breuer,s
building, it becomes evident that the existence of its two
cores is not only a matter of their use but is also a method of
building up a spatial tension. And it further becomes clear
that the comparative insignificance of the central link con-
necting the two cores is not only an expression of its minor
pu{pose but primarily is the means to instigate that series of
visual excitements which are to be discovered around the



Figure 9.VilLq Garches. Le Corbusier,
qrchitect. 1927. Plan.

Figure 10. Robinson House. MarceL
Breuer, architect. 1947. Plan.
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edges of the composition. While, finally, it is seen to be these
peripheric incidents - low walls, extruded roofs, slits and
slots - which contribute a particular stringency to the build-
ing, define its air of modernity, and pre-determine our sensa-
tions of pleasure.

Precisely because the peripheric principle (which according
to prejudices might be traced back to Cubist painting, and/
or De Stijl, and/or the Prairie House of Frank Lloyd Wright)
was so compatible with technical media and functional plan-
ning, because it could generate products so various and legi-
timate as a Garches, a Bauhaus, and a Barcelona Pavilion,
there was in the twenties, and later, no immediate need to
recognize its independent and active role. Indeed to have
done so would have seriously damaged modern architecture's
polemic. And, while orthodox theory could at any time (pre-
sumably by appealing to the spirit of the age) have legiti-
mated peripheric composition, it preferred not to do this -
and understandably so. Up to a point, orthodox theory has
been highly efiective. It has been propagandist and evangeli-
cal; and in calling up the spirit of the age, it provided itself
with a most formidable ally. But this ally, which was an es-
sential catalyst of the International Style, was also expected
to remain a somewhat remote presiding deity. It was to in-
augurate a "new vision"; but, otherwise, its behavior was not
seriously to afiect a rationalistic program. Thus, there arose
the anomaly of a theory which seemed to be unable but which
was really only unwilling to provide adequate explanation of
the phenomena which it purported to sponsor; and there ap-
peared that dilemma to which Matthew Nowicki called at-
tention, the problem "that even when form results from a
functional analysis this analysis follows a pattern that leads
to the discovery of the same function whether in a factory
or a museum.""

A glossing over of this problem, as Nowicki well recognized,
is of no service to modern architecture; platitudes will not
conceal it; and when it is perceived, as it is generally per-
ceived, to what degree functional and structural analysis has
been consistently edited so as to facilitate the expression of
a preference, then, however acceptable the results might be,
apprehension necessarily follows as to how precarious are
the philosophical foundations of such activity. Now a pre-

carious philosophical foundation may be neither here nor 11
there, may sometimes in no way impede the most remark-
able performance, may occasionally be positively advantag-
eous; but, in spite of this, the lack of correlation between
compositional practice and the explanation of it which was
becoming glaringly apparent by the late forties almost cer-
tainly did provide a prompting for the developments under
discussion.

To make a metaphor: it might be said that rationalist
theory, understood to be a scheme of determinism guo func-
tion and technology, had entered into a gentleman's agree-
ment c. 1922-23 with a grand historical abstraction; and that
rationalist theory, perhaps, had not fully understood the
consequences. Nor was it any mere arrangement of conve-
nience which brought the two together; since, in order that
a rationalist architecture might become a "new" one, it was
essential that the spirit of the age should be embraced. And,
apparently, the agreement was successful. The one partner
was analytical. The other dynamic. And both were stimu-
lated. But there was a potential incompatibility in the amal-
gam, and this seems to have been dimly suspected. The spirit
of the age can be indiscreet. Rationalism never. But the two
shared many of the same interests. The spirit of the age was
an enthusiast for speed, mass production, air planes, rein-
forced concrete, sociology, sun bathing, heavy machinery,
simple life, factories, grain elevators, Atlantic liners, hygiene,
and the classic automobiles which were created in its own
image; and, so long as it could be believed that the creature
was aesthetically neutral, rationalism was not eager to dis-
courage such discriminating excess. But, when the first evi-
dences ol taste were revealed, the old problem which the
partnership had been established to settle was back again;
and, for rationalism in general, the recognition that the
epoch's will is not something entirely transcendental, philan-
thropic or practical has been the source of acute embarrass-
ment. The lapse into consciousness has meant the end oI
innocence.

This metaphor has been intended to point out the dilemma
which can result from advocating a dual doctrine and failing
to recognize its duality. The attempt to relate the spirit of
the age to the function-structure-materials triad was entirely



12 understandable. But, in reality, these are natural antitheses
and not harmonious partners. They are the positive and neg-
ative charges which authenticate any genuine process of
creation. But they can be brought together only in a rela-
tionship of tension. Neither can be subordinated to the other.
They are both autonomous and require constant check. And,
by the late forties, so much could be intuited. For, by then
it had become evident, in more ways than one, that the spirit
of the age was not entirely to be trusted. Certainly it was no
longer the tractable and stimulating playmate which, twenty
years earlier, it had seemed to be. In architecture it had
proved itself more than competent to out manoeuvre an un-
suspecting rationalism. Nor was it exactly impartial; and, if
the spirit of the age could show a taste for peripheric com-
position, it might equally well develop one for Corinthian
capitals and/or pointed arches; and if then, as Nowicki had
suggested, function, structure and materials were no more
than the pragmatic sanctions of architectural form, how
could they resist it? They scarcely could; and, as a result,
rationalism was distinctly embarrassed.

The attempts to resolve this dilemma have been many. The
postwar Italian idea was simply to be witty about it, In
England picturesque townscape provided a characteristically
national escape route down which hundreds fled. In the
United States regionalism, by attempting to set up the spirit
of the province as a check to the spirit of the age, provided
one equally characteristic American solution. But this form
of architectural states rights could scarcely exist without the
complement of a central authority; and, as a version of this
central authority, the present neoclassical mutations must
appear to any dispassionate observer to be no less typically
American.

Briefly, being possibly somewhat disturbed about the spirit
of the age, the new movements apparently propose to submit
this fictional or real demand to arbitration. To the question
which Nowicki asked of the canonical works - Are these
buildings the rationalization of function-structure-materials
and no more, or are they the product of a specific aesthetic
originating at a certain time? - they have replied with un-
afiected casualness. They have reserved judgement on func-
tion, if not on structure and materials; and, while they are,

conceivably, aware of an aesthetic which originated in par-
ticular places at a certain time, they are indisposed to attrib-
ute to it inordinate significance. Rather the reverse. Disposed
to keep this aesthetic at some distance, they do so at the
level of taste by re-emphasizing a form of concentric compo-
sition, and at the level of ideas by attempting to assert a

universal principle - one to which both the less instructed
and the members of a real or supposed elite may alike give
assent. Thus, they have assumed the existence of an idea
applicable at all times; and, in doing so, they imply an inten-
tion to subordinate the imperatives of the epoch to an archi-
tectural equivalent of the rule of law.

Exception can scarcely be taken to the logic or to the respon-
sibility of this conservative but eminently radical step. It is
one of the limited ways of plugging a gap which has become
more and more insupportable. It is the product of personali-
ties which require a standard; but which, unwilling to be left
to the mercies of the time-spirit, are equally unwilling to be
left to those of nature. That is: it is the product of personali-
ties which cannot accept an "organic" incursion into Wright-
ian territory as a possible solution; and, itistead, neoclassi-
cism has taken its stand in favor of the legislative ability of
mildly Platonic forms, with the presumption that these are
valid, independent of function or technique, and that, while
they may defer to the age, in theory at least, they tran-
scend it.

Very little more need now be said. On the face of it the neo-
classical choice might have brought those who chose into
the orbit of Le Corbusier who, perhaps anticipating a prob-
lem of this kind, very long ago proclaimed his decided adher-
ence to immutable laws of geometry and mathematics. But
that a difierent allegiance was declared is accountable. Mie-
sian example is more accessible, more suited to advanced
technology; and, in addition, Mies, also, had gradually mod-
ified his position with regard to his "will of the epoch" which,
apparently unrestricted in 1923, had by 1930 become sub-
stantially qualified. By 1930 he could announce: "The new
era is a fact: it exists, irrespective of our 'yes' or 'no.' It is
neither better nor worse than any other era. It is pure datum,
in itself without value content. . .. One thing will be decisive,
the way we assert ourselves in the face of circumstance."



And, if by 1930 the value of an individual assertion was set
up against what in 1923 seems to have been a collective one,
by 1938 Mies had defined his position further. In his inaug-
ural address at I.I.T. he is able to propose a distinction be-
tween "practical aims" and "values"; and it becomes now
only by the first that "we are bound to the specific structure
of our time" while the second are now assumed to be ,,rooted

in the spiritual nature of man."

This gradual revision of what, in the first case, appeared to
be a crudely deterministic position has given Mies a peculiar
centrality at the present time. He has gradually pulled away
from the less tenable defences of modern architecture; if
he seems now to conceive of architecture as arising from
the interaction of a specific contemporary technology and
an unchanging spiritual nature, one might guess that the
neoclassical movements are only half disposed to agree.
They have received certain idealized forms as a gift from
Chicago, and they have received them with the difficult pro-
viso that "Form is not the aim of our work but only the
result." They are apt to respect this proviso but also to beg
to differ. Possibly less disillusioned than Mies with ,,the will
of the epoch," they are less disposed than he to restrict it to
matters of technology. But, still anxious to control it, they
wish to employ Miesian form precisely for this purpose - as
a reasonable restraint which might hint at a conviction
expressed through an attitude.

If it is not too facetious to suppose that this kind of argu- 18
ment is implied by a number of post-Miesian buildings it
would be of some interest to know to what it might lead.
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It is not, it might be suggested, so much a spiritual or an
architectural conviction, as a social, almost a sociological one.
"Nothing is more pitiful than the arrogant disdain of our
contemporaries for questions of form," wrote De Tocqueville
in the eighteen-thirties, and the cogency of his observation
to the point at issue must excuse the introduction of this
august personage. "Men living in democratic ages do not
readily comprehend the utility of forms,,' he adds; and,
though his primary reference is to social and political forms,
form in itself is also implied. "Democratic nations naturally
stand more in need of form than any other nations," he con-
tinues. "In aristocracies," he concludes, "the observance of
forms was superstitious: among us they ought to be kept up
with a deliberate and enlightened deference.',,



Part II

14 The idealistic principle of order.. .with its oueremphasis on
the ideal and formal, satisfies neither our interest in simple
reality nor our practical commonsense.
Mies uan der Rohe'

The expressed tastes of a younger generation provide an
ironical commentary upon the Miesian text. For, if "the
idealistic principle of order" has not lately been set up, then
something very close to it evidently has; and, paradoxically,
it is Miesian example which has provided the incentive for
the change. Thus "ideal" volumetric simplicity, "ideal" sym-
metry, and "ideal" centralization have now become the order
of the day, the Greek Revival inspires increased afiection,
and the disturbed ghost of Palladio threatens to become a
frequent visitor in the more discriminating suburbs.

It is particularly such a structure as Crown Hall, the archi-
tecture building at the Illinois Institute of Technology,
which has seemed to the historically sensitive to be some
mid-twentieth century counterpart of the Villa Rotonda;
and, since it is symmetrical, four square, and approached by
an elevated platform which might suggest the podium of
some yet unbuilt portico, it is surely not by accident that it
invites the parallel to be drawn. And since, difierent though
they may be, because in the case of each building one senses

the activity of an architect who is remorselessly determined to
be clear, who is willing to operate only within the most strin-
gent of self-imposed limitations, and who is absolutely con-
cerned with a specific theme, the parallel may be sustained.

But, when all this has been said, and for all its classical impli-
cation, Crown Hall is not the Villa Rotonda - nor anything
Iike it. It may occasionally be useful to see this building and
its immediate predecessors in this way - that is if some par-
tial explanation for the recent revival of the Palladian parti
is demanded; but, for the moment, it would be more profit-
able to recognize that the Villa Rotonda and (perhaps)
Crown Hall are really exemplars of that "demonstration" of
which Louis Sullivan's mathematics teacher spoke, the "dem-
onstration so broad that it will admit of no exceptions"';
and, since demonstrations of this sort are apt to command
the imagination, there is here then some very obvious reason
for the phenomenal success which Mies's curtent conception

of architecture has come to enjoy. Apparently so much more
crystallized and systematic than the compositional methods
of ten, twenty, thirty years ago, it seems now to be reducing
these to insignificance. It has the power to impose itself; and,
while whether it can succeed in doing so is a matter of impor-
tance, whether its success can or will lead to a highly wide-
spread new 'classicism' is scarcely less so.

Shortly after coming to the United States, or perhaps before,
Mies obviously reacted very sharply against the elaborately
interwoven space compositions which had formerly typified
fully developed examples of modern architecture. His spaces
became less tense. His rationalism became more acute. fn
certain ways he may be said to have turned back to that
Schinkelesque, Biedermayer neo-Grec which characterized
the earlier phases of his career; and, because this evolution
seems to have been a crucial one for all the later develop-
ments that have absorbed his influence, it might be as well
to examine it in some detail.

Since it has been widely asserted that modern architecture
is not merely an attitude of mind towards technological and
sociological problems, but that there has taken place a radi-
cal re-orientation in the capacity to conceive of space, and
since it is implied that, while the elements of this new spatial
order may all have been present for many years, their efiec-
tive synthesis was an achievement of the twenties, it will
be useful to clarify certain precepts of what will here be called
(for the want of any better term) International Style space.
fnternational Style space will here be understood as the
space of Garches, of Mies's house for the 1931 Berlin Build-
ing Exhibition and of Le Corbusier's foyer for the Centre-
soyus Building, Moscow - to name only a few outstanding
examples. AII of these are reasonable manifestations of the
spatial revolution of the twenties. All of them have exercised
and continue to exercise a wide influence upon practice; and,
although the spatial strategy which they represent has only
rarely been achieved, the idea of this space is none the less

significant for that.

Like all other systems of space, that of the International
Style resulted from a re-appraisal of the functions attributed
to the column, the wall and the roof; and, at its most devel-



Figure 1. Croun Hall. Mies uan der
Rohe, qrchitect. 1956. Model.

Figure 2. Crown HaLL. Plqn.
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Figure 3. Berlin BuiLding Exposition
House. Mies uan der Rohe, architect,
1931. Plan.

Figure 4. Centrosoyus Building. Le
Oorbusier, architect. 1930. Plan.
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oped, it postulated a skeleton structure whose function of
support was to be separately expressed from any non-struc-
tural function of enclosure. The skeleton structure, it was
recognized, had made bearing walls, or the appearance of
such walls, redundant; and, since this structure was now to
be made clear, it was demanded that columns be disengaged
from walls and be left free to rise through the open space of
the building. All else was a logical deduction. Detached from
the liberated columns, the walls were now to become a series
of freely disposed screens; and, while in this way there en-
sued the "free" plan, its corollary, the ,,free,, facade, was
required so as to make, by an extensive opening up of the
building, a further assertion of the functional independence
of its parts.

The principles of this space were perhaps first fully enun-
ciated by Le Corbusier who, around 1926, published a series
of diagrams which at that time represented to him the log-
ical effects of a ferro-concrete system3; but, about the same
date, almost identical conclusions seem to have been reached
by Mies with reference to the problems presented by steel
supports. With Le Corbusier the new demands were put into
words and the new roles ascribed to column, wall, plan and
facade were followed by a new demand with regard to the
roof. For both pragmatic and sentimental reasons this was
to be flat - so that it could be used as a garden; but ob-
viously - gardens or not - flatness of silhouette was also
preferred by Mies, not to mention by Gropius and innum-
erable others, and conceivably it was preferred because it
was felt to be highly expressive of the peculiarities of the
volume which the roof now protected.

For there are other peculiarities of International Style space,
some intrinsic, some extrinsic, which deserve attention. As
already noticed previously, it was characterized by a tend-
ency to emphasize a peripheric rather than a central expres-
sion of the building. To refer again to Van Doesburg, the
center was to be gradually abolished and the composition
was to be developed in the opposite direction. Or to para-
phrase Gropius, the new demand led to the dead symmetry
of similar parts being transmuted into an assvmetrical but
equal balance.

Further, it should be noticed that, on the whole, Interna- t7
tional Style space was a system which tended to prohibit any
display of beams; and, rather than the upper surface of the
roof slab being flat, it seems even more certainly to have been
required that the under surfaces of the roofs and floors
should present uninterrupted planes. And this restriction
seems to have been a further deduction from the conception
of the freedom of the column - since the free column could
scarcely assume an explicit relationship with the beams
which it might happen to support without leading to a com-
partmentalizing of the space, and thus to a violation of some-
thing of the freedom of the plan. In fact, the appearance of
beams could only tend to prescribe fixed positions for the
partitions; and, since these fixed positions would be in line
with the columns, it was therefore essential, if the independ-
ence of columns and partitions was to be asserted with any
eloquence, that the under side of the slab should be expressed
as an uninterrupted horizontal surface.

Fundamentally, therefore, in Mies's and Le Corbusier's
buildings of c. 1929 the column acts as the punctuation of a
horizontally extended space which, particularly with Mies,
is characterized by a neutral equality of section. In these
buildings the column does not promote the spatial expression
of the structural bay, nor do a series of columns define indi-
vidual structural cells. Rather the reverse is true. The column
is no more than an interpolation, a caesura in a general space,
and the spatial expression of the structural bay is strictly
subordinated to a spatial expression of the flat slab which
the columns support.

It was probably Mies who provided the most literally perfect
transcription of this delicate and complex system of logic;
and, by comparison, Le Corbusier may seem to have been
less loyal to the principles which he had affirmed. For where
Mies's distinctions between functions of support and enclos-
ure are conceptually immaculate, Le Corbusier,s may often
seen quite perfunctory. But, on the other hand, while the
charm of Mies's spaces at this date lay in their peculiarly
limpid quality, in their lyrical sensitiveness to the most ex-
pensive materials, Le Corbusier seems to have explored a
dimension of the problem with which Mies was not con-
cerned. Where Mies's vertical planes trail out suggestively,



18 "peripherically," into the landscape, Le Corbusier had already
denied himself this possibility. Perhaps out of antipathy
to the idea, or perhaps out of some instinctive recognition
that the principles of a Prairie House could not be so

readily fused with the repetitive ordinance of a steel or con-
crete structure, he had always been pre-disposed to inter-
nalize this peripheric incident - as, for instance, at Garches
where all the long walls that contribute a rotary, pin-rvheel-
ing movement to Mies's buildings are condensed into the
compass of a single block within which they acquire an ex-
plosive, emphatic, enriched quality, completely distin-
guished from the relaxed Miesian serenity.

It is part of the irony of recent developments that, in the
nineteen twenties, when Mies had absolutely no use for the
block, Le Corbusier could employ it in order to achieve a

formulation of International Style space; but that, in the
nineteen forties, Mies should then approach the block with
a completely difierent end in view. Apparently Mies had to
wait until he arrived in Chicago before the block became with
him an obsession; and it is then that his feeling for it became
part of his reaction against the spatial order to which he had
earlier subscribed. Throughout the early thirties Mies had
been progressively simplifying his somervhat over-extended
manner of 1929-31, and in his patio houses of this time he
had already been led to a retraction of the planes that form-
erly slipped out from beneath the slab. But, despite this
simplification, he still retained a hankering for a somewhat
picturesque loose volume, and it is not until Chicago that
the block appears - when it is by no means that prisme pur
to which, fifteen or twenty years earlier, Le Corbusier had
expressed his devotion. Instead Mies's block was very much
a version of the old and structurally articulated buildings of
the Chicago school; and, most significantly, in acquiring this
taste he seems to have acquired also an antipathy for his
earlier conception of the column.

Le Corbusier's characteristic column was, and has remained,
circular. Mies's characteristic German columl was circular
or cruciform; but his new column became H-shaped, became
that I-beam which is now almost a personal signature.
Typically, his German column had been clearly distinguished
from walls and windows, isolated from them in space; and,

typically, his new column became an element integral with
the envelope of the building where it came to function as a
kind of mullion or residue of wall. Thus the column section
was not without some drastic efiects on the entire space of
the building.

The circular or cruciform section had tended to push parti-
tions away from the column. The new section tendcd to drag
them towards it. The old column had o{Iered a minimum of
obstruction to a horizontal movement of space; but the new
column presents a distinctly more substantial stop. The old
column had tended to cause space to gyrate around it, had
been central to a rather tentatively defined volume; but the
rrew colurnn instead acts as the enclosure or the external
clefinition of a major volume of space. The spatial functions
of the two are thus completely difierentiated. The new col-
umn is no longer the old International Style mark of punc-
tuation. Instead it implies the existence of an autonomous
structural cell; and any series of such columns now comes to
function as a kind of skeletalized partition or discontinuous
wall.

From this simultaneous affirmation of the block and trans-
formation of the column - whether it was audacious or in-
nocent - all else may be said to flow. As an International
Style element, the column put in its last appearance in the
museum project of 7942; while in the Library and Adminis-
tration Building project of 7944, the efiects of the H-shaped
column are already apparent and are clearly exhibited in the
published drawings of its plans. From these drawings it is

evident that the column is no longer to be allowed to float
ambiguously beneath a slab. It is now - apparently for the
first time - tied to a network of beams, and these beams

have appointed definite positions for the screens, and for the
most part the screens have already leapt into these positions

- in fact only the extra-thick walls around the lavatories
seem to have been able to resist the new attraction.

So innovative is this achievement that it is a temptation to
believe that even Mies himself must have been alarmed by
what he had here done. He had produced major symmetrical
projects before, but he had produced them largely in terms
of his older concept of the column; while in both the Reichs-



Figure 5. Patio House. Mies uqn der
Rohe, architect. 1934. Plan.

Figure 6. Library and Administrqtion
Building. M ies uan der Rohe, architect
1944. Plan.

Figure 7. Museum f or a smalL city
project. Mies uan der Rohe, architect
1942. Plan.
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Figure 8. Driue-in Restaurant. Mies
uan der Rohe, architect. 1946. Model.

F igure 9. D riu e -in R est aurant. Plnn.
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bank and Krefeld projects he had been careful to articulate
his principal volumes as separate entities. And now, eschew-
ing this possibility, he had thrown his spaces together so as
to comprise as far as possible a continuous whole; but, at the
same time as doing this, he had refused to allow himself the
typical International Style treatment of such continuous
space.

The concept of his new column was both more structural and
more classical than that of the revolutionary and plastic col-
umn of the twenties; and, having stipulated the column in
these terms, he could scarcely escape the consequences of
his statement. Structural and spatial expression now prom-
ised to become more integral than before; but the space, for
all its openness, promised to become more rigid. Thus the
Library and Administration Building is already puckered by
little points of central emphasis, quasi-articulations in terms
of structure, and it is already tentatively furrowed by a sys-
tem of axes and cross axes. At any moment it seems about to
break down into a scheme of three parallel halls, and again
to submit itself to a further breakdown into a constellation
of individuated structural cells. The building is like a solu-
tion which, depending on the addition of a further ingredient,
will completely change its nature. But this is not allowed to
happen. To prevent it, to hold the solution in suspension,
Mies returns again to the concept of the flat slab and floats
a false ceiling beneath the greater part of his beams, only
allowing them to show at their junctions with the columns.
And thus, by restating the space as a rather fattened version
of the sandwich volume of which he had been such a master,
he was still able to control the quite anomalous developments
within it.

But it had been a near thing. The Library and Administra-
tion Building is somewhat like a signpost pointing in two or
possibly three directions; and, by 1g46, in the Farnsworth
House and in the Drive-In Restaurant project, the most
congenial of these seems to have been chosen. By a consid-
erable expansion of the structural bay, by an expression of
the building as a single structural cell, the ossification of
space which the new colurnn seemed to threaten could be
avoided; and, by an externalizing of the beam, the "ideal,,
flatness of the undersurface of the slab could be preserved.

But it could be preserved only at the price of emptying the 2l
interior as much as possible of all local spaces. For, with the
structural bay thus augmented, the organizing ability of the
steel skeleton was necessarily diminished. There was less of
it. It could no longer therefore provide a repetitive beat, a
tempo, for the building. Nor could it any longer very ably
control an assymetrical organization of screens; and, in the
columnless space of the later forties, these screens, which as
mementoes of the structurally irrelevant walls had survived
as elements of considerable episodic charm, now begin to
seem embarassing. Fairly massive cores might be located in
this empty space and screens might be disposed with refer-
ence to these - but by the time of the Drive-In Restaurant
and Farnsworth House of 1946, to all intents and purposes
(since it is a combination of their themes) we have returned
to the Architecture Building of ten years later; and, in re-
turning to it, we have returned to the resurrected Palladio
and to all the problems of neo-classicism which prompted
this digression.

Like the characteristic Palladian composition, Crown Hall
is a symmetrical and, probably, a mathematically regulated
volume. But, unlike the characteristic Palladian composi-
tion, it is not an hierarchically ordered organization which
projects its centralized theme vertically in the form of a pyra-
midal roof or dome. Unlike the Villa Rotonda, but like so
many of the compositions of the twenties, Crown Hall is
provided with no efiective central area within which the ob-
seryer can stand and comprehend the whole. The observer
may understand a good deal of the interior while he is ex-
ternal to it (although even this Mies is disposed to disallow
by planting a screen of trees across the front); but, once
inside, rather than any spatial climax, the building offers a
central solid, not energetically stated it is true, but still an
insulated core around which the space travels laterally with
the enclosing windows. Also, the flat slab of the roof induces
a certain outward pull; and, for this reason, in spite of the
centralizing activity of the entrance vestibule, the space still
remains, though in very much simplified form, the rotary,
peripheric organization of the twenties, rather than the pre-
dominantly centralized composition of the true Palladian or
classical plan.



22 Nevertheless, in apparently leading up to this plan and then
backing away from it, Mies does seem to have created an
appetite for it; and thus, on the one hand, in Connecticut
there has re-emerged the old scheme of. corps de logis and
flanking pavilions and, on the other, in Cambridge there has
re-appeared an image of that relentlessly ideal dome which,
whether it is sponsored by Brunelleschi or Buckminster
Fuller, appears always to be the unavoidable offspring of an
insufficiently prepared flirtation with the classical tradition.

Certainly, at a theoretical level, such a house as Johansen's
in Fairfield County and such a structure as Saarinen's Kresge
Auditorium at M.I.T. may be said to propose the same for-
mal problem - that of how to assert centrality in the face
of circumstances; and in each building a discontinuity be-
tween function and expression testifies to the difficulties of
an attempt to accommodate this post-Miesian appetite. In
Fairfield County the Farnsworth House is triplicated and
becomes bedrooms - living room - garage; at M.I.T. a sin-
gle structural cell like that of the Architecture Building is
made triangular, is domed, and is then converted into a re-
ceptacle for a concert hall. In Fairfield County, by the infer-
ence of the parti, either a subordination of the wings to the
center or of aII three elements to the courtyard is presumed,
but scarcely could have been expressed without a less dia-
grammatic handling of structure; and at M.I.T. it is almost
the same problem in reverse. Structure there asserts central-
ization but the plan can hardly accept it. And, since the
anomaly of both these cases obliges one to believe that each
of these buildings is really an adjunct to a more general theo-
rem, it is hard not to conclude that the re-appearance of
vaults and domes is other than a corollary manifestation to
the re-appearance of highly academic partis. The dome, of
course, having recently acquired technological legitimacy, is
now provided with an empirical justification, while the value
of a Palladian plan can scarcely be other than ideal; but
when, for all this, one observes how Saarinen has slipped an
"ideal" plan beneath his "empirical" dome and how Johan-
sen has "empiricized" his "ideal" distribution by balancing
gatage against bedrooms, then one recognizes that there are
here two disguises of the same manifestation, that Saarinen's
dome is really the consummation of Johansen's spatial
demand.

But if the dome, as a form where structural system and spa-
tial expression are completely integral, is the logical conclu-
sion of all attempts to centralize space, it is not necessarily
either the inevitable or the desirable one; nor is it altogether
a tractable subject. Demanding a completely unified space
and the entire suspension of everyday function beneath it,
the dome - except as a kind of episodic blister - is alto-
gether too pure a form to accommodate anything except the
extreme case; while the post-Miesian architect, above all,
inherited concern for the typical condition rather than for
any extreme. Moreover, a dome requires to be seen in com-
plete isolation, to be the whole building - an exceptionally
difficult proposition, for it requires the rest of the building
to be hierarchically subordinate to it - a proposition which,
at the present day, is probably no less difficult.

It is for reasons such as these, which illuminate the results of
an unsuspecting pursuit of symmetry and centralization,
that one returns to Crown Hall with increased respect and
begins to understand all over again how, by still insisting on
the flatness of the underside of the slab and by refusing to
tolerate the presence of more than one block, Mies has been
able to equilibrate both an outward pull and a centralizing
moment. And the equilibrium between peripheric and cen-
tral emphasis, though largely unnoticed, is significant be-
cause it does prompt the question of how, with the ingredi-
ents of modem building such as they are, can any real or
total centralization be made effective. Symmetry may be,
as Mies, Le Corbusier and others have shown. But centrali-
zation? To make this efiective is surely a logical impossibil-
ity. The repetitive nature of the grid, which, in spite of casual
deviations and very specific programs, remains and is likely
to remain the basic component of modern architecture, re-
sists the idea. The horizontal and vertical system of co-
ordinates which the grid provides will scarcely allow any but
the most minor differentiation in the form of its members.
It insists that rank of all parts of the building should be
approximately equal; and, the staccato ordinance of the
gridded structure being thus abundantly democratic, how
can those almost imperceptible gradations that establish one
part of a building as superior to the rest be introduced? Evi-
dently they scarcely can, or scarcely can without subterfuge;
and thus it is less with some historically remote Palladian



villa but rather rvith Garches that Crorvn Hall deserves to
be compared.

At Garches, as already observed and emphasized, there is
- in an elaborate and now almost antique version - some
pragmatic justification for the peripheric composition of the
twenties. For, if the centralized theme is virtually put out of
bounds by structural means, then, if the building is not to be
aesthetically entirely passive, only the absolute opposite of
the centralized theme survives as a possibility. Hence Inter-
national Style space. And even when the free standing col-
umn, one of the essential components of this space at its most
developed, is abolished, and when, as in Crown Hall, the
monumental structural cell absorbs the whole building, still
centralization remains no less difficult. For, like the dome of
which it is a flattened, squared out version, a structural cell
such as this one is apt to require the sacrifice of all spatial
detail and the presence within it of simply an unsegregated
void.

In other rvords, whatever its merits, as a model, Crown Hall
is probably too pure to be useful. It may be a statement
magnificent in its single-mindedness; but, while it persuades
the spirit, it scarcely accommodates the flesh. For unhappily,
the empirical world is not reduciblc to such simplicity; and
though we might wish it could be, though we might wish
certain aspects of reality (as here) to be, apparently, tran-
scended, Crown Hall does not altogether allay doubts as to
whether, in its presence, we are not being lured down some
important street rvhich, in spite of appearances, we shall
finally discover to be a cul-de-sac.

But, if Crown Hall may elicit such questions as these, if its
interplay of centrifugal and centripetal stress may not be
very visible, if the peripheric idea rvhich Gropius implied and
Van Doesburg asserted more than thirty years ago may be
shown to be practically reasonable, if centralization and at-
tempts at centralization may be deduced to be impossible, if
these are the logical arguments, does this really help? One is
reminded of a passage in which Henry Adams quotes Poin-
care: "How shall I answer the question whether Euclidian
geometry is true or false? It has no sense! . .. Euclidian geom-
etry is and will remain the most convenient"r; and, with re-

gard to centralization, almost the same thing might be said. 23
Neither true nor false, functionally preposterous, being psy-
chologically convenient, it has become a demand; and, as a
demand, it provides some explanation for those anti-Miesian
and sometimes a-structural gestures in which disciples of
Mies have lately been indulging. For, if the repetitive grid
obviously predicates a space without focus, and if the single
enlarged structural cell, while it will permit focus, predicates
a space without function, then, if there exists a genuine de-
sire to introduce focus, it might be expected that, after a
certain point, something must giue - either spatial prefer-
ence or structure or both.

There is thus some very good reason for those decorative
vaults that have lately compromised the cellular emptiness.
Their appearance can only indicate an impending breach
with the unified space idea formulated by Mies c. 1946. In
the minuscule plaster scenery of Philip Johnson's guest
house the dissolution of such space is rehearsed, is presented
as an attractive possibility. On the more solid stage of the
St. Louis Airport an operatic realization of related themes
makes the possibility more probable and public. Domical
vaults, cross vaults, domes used in repetition, even folded
slabs, all these are obviously means of centralization alterna-
tive to the single unique dome. They modulate the section
of the building, introduce concavities, plough up the roof
slab, animate the space beneath, and impose a cellular organ-
ization upon the plan. They are also themes that were latent
in the I.I.T. Administration and Library Building. They
are among the logical conclusions of the compartmentalizing
of space which was there intimated; and, as representing the
vertical stressing of space, they are among the possibilities
which, for himself, Mies apparently felt obliged to reject.

One might, of course, detect in all these manoeuvres the
hankering for a Beaux-Arts spatial system, for something
reassuringly familiar and yet modern, for something com-
fortably womb-like and yet seeming to belong to the future.
But, rather than proceed in this way, it might be best, if the
Library and Administration Building is indeed a critical
project that seems to point in a variety of directions, to direct
attention to what seems to be the most logical and daring
d6noument of what was there implied.



Figure 10. Trenton Jeu.tish Community
Center. Louis Kahn, qrchitect. 1959.
Plan and reflected ceiling plan,
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Louis Kahn's project for a Jewish Community center at
Trenton, New Jersey, with its arches and brick piers, could
be regarded as a self-consciously primitivistic version of a
Beaux-Arts proposal. It may not be dependent on Mies's
Library and Administration Building - and there is no rea-
son to suppose that it is - but both of these schemes, at least.
do display an analogous parti. The one shows a library and
offices, the other a gymnasium and meeting rooms; but both
sets of accommodation are assembled within rectangular
blocks of comparable proportion and each block is suscepti-
ble to similar courtyard penetrations and to a variety of en-
trances. Also, about each building there is something a little
heroic and a little strained. They are, both of them, more
than interesting but a little less than plausible; both of them
clever buildings but not quite conclusive ones; and some-
thing of their quaiity no doubt derives, in each case, from
their architect's quite insistent determination to iam discrete
functions within the same volume. But then there is more
than this. Kahn, apparently, does not feel Mies's scruples
with reference to an elegant structure. He is willing to tol-
erate an inflated structure and one which, by technological
criteria, could be criticized as arbitrary and retarded. Thus,
he can augment Mies's columns and equip them with mass so
that they articulate rather than probe space; similarly, in
the place of Mies's flat slab, he can engender a whole colony
of pyramids; and, by these means, he is able to take up what
the Mies project seems to infer but what an understandable
inhibition prevented Mies himself from pursuing. That is,
Kahn is able to accept the pressure of structure upon space;
and, in doing so, by frankly accepting the existence of minor
points of central emphasis and individuated spatio-struc-
tural cells, he can then proceed to make a building out of just
these, a building which becomes firm and palpable in pre-
cisely those situations where the Miesian example remains
delicate and tentative.

Now, whether this is gain or loss will, up to a point, be a
matter of taste. Over something like the Library and Admin-
istration Building Kahn lays a complex grid of maybe
Wrightian, maybe Beaux-Arts origin; and this grid gives to
his project something of that Scotch plaid quality that is as
characteristic of Blenheim Palace as it is of the Martin House
at Bufialo, as it is of so many Prix de Rome. It gives an

internal substance and animation to his proposal which en- 25
able it to stand up to the outer world in a manner that the
Library and Administration Building scarcely can. But, while
the evidence of such apparatus as this could suggest, rightly
or wrongly, that Kahn is interested in proceeding in a direc-
tion where Mies has feared to tread, it might still be not
impertinent to introduce some observations.

Whether dependent or not upon the precedent of the Library
and Administration Building, the Jewish Community Center
is emphatically the most complete development to date of
themes that were there scarcely allowed to surface; and,
compared with the other "neoclassical" manifestations we
have examined, it seems so far to present the most compre-
hensive solution to the problems initiated by the anxiety to
introduce centralization and/or the vertical stressing of
space. But one might still ask exactly what has been gained
by this solution; and certainly there has been scarcely a gain
in flexibility. For, if there is a quality of sclerosis in late Mies,
there is something equally sclerotic in this proposal for Tren-
ton. In the one case there is an obsession with the flat slab,
in the other with pyramids; but, while both obsessions do
control and order, neither the flat slab nor the colony of
pyramids can be said to answer very conspicuously to what
is going on beneath them. With Mies the flat slab rejects the
episodes the columniation acts to sponsor, with Kahn the
pyramids propose episodes in plan that only rarely receive a
corresponding recognition; and, if one may very well prefer
the staccato and aggressiveness of Kahn,s pyramids, the in-
ward and outward show of his building, to the apparent Mie-
sian indecision, it is still necessary to ask to what general
conclusion such a proposal as his might lead.

Very briefly, it might be suggested that Mies Van Der Rohe,s
specific propositions, like Le Corbusier's though not to so
extreme a degree, derive from certain general suppositions
as to the nature of the building process and the nature of
society. It might, therefore, be proposed that a building by
Mies, like a building by Le Corbusier, whether successful or
not, is always a statement about the world and never simply
a statement about itself. And, in addition, it may be insisted
that, for all the ideality of their positions, both Mies and Le
Corbusier subscribe to what must be considered fact, that



26 they both recognize and accept what is surely the normative
condition of twentieth century building - the flat slab and
its point supports.

Now it is difficult to see how there can be any evasion of this
situation, how in a multi-storied building, whether residen-
tial or commercial, so long as floors remain horizontal, the
slab can be puckered; and it is therefore difficult to see how,
in the normative building, there can be opportunity for those
vertical stresses which seem, at present, so much to be de-
sired. Domes, pyramids, etc., will permit and encourage ver-
tical stress; but, in the typical scene, these can only rarely
be incorporated. Structure, or its expression, may also be so

distorted that a frame building can be presented as, seem-
ingly, an accumulation of pavilions; but, again, in doing so

the notions of the normative and typical are just as seriously
breached. And it is, therefore, both the failure to observe a
basic datum and the absence of typicality (that most classi-
cal of classical requirements) which must be insisted upon
in any evaluation of the adequacy of the classicizing propo-
sitions which have here been discussed.

For the most part, perhaps, these buildings should be re-
garded as interesting aberrations that are relative to private
rather than to public problems; and, if their individual merits
may sometimes be considerable, it is just possible that they
should be regarded as protests against a situation rather
than, in themselves, as sponsoring one. And this predicament
could allow for irony. For surely, in rejecting the free plan
(or International Style space) these classicizing movements,
whether consciously or otherwise, have rejected the greatest
and most remarkable discovery of twentieth century archi-
tecture, something enormously difficult to manage but also
something immensely rewarding when successfully manip-
ulated.

But, if the rejection of the free plan may seem to be regres-
sive and based upon insufficient information, then we may
also be faced with a more complex reason for irony. For it
has been emphasized that there is another and more legiti-
mate form of "regression" which the classicizing mutations
under discussion infer. It has been suggested that, at least
in part, these derive from the rejection of the notion of an

over-riding, coercive and creative zeitgeist; and, if this could
indeed be the case, then, whatever its provincial failings, the
initial intention of "neoclassicism" should surely deserve
some recognition.

Notes

1. Philip Johnson, Mies uan der Rohe, p. 194.
2. Louis Sullivan, The Autobiography of an Idea (New York:
Press of the American Institute of Architects,7924\, p.221.
3. Le Corbusier,Oeuure Complete de 1910-29.ed. Willy Boesiger
and Oscar Stonorov (Zttrich: Erlenbach, 1943), p.129.
4. Henry Adams, The Education of Henry Adams (Boston and
New York: Houghton Miffiin Co., 1918) , p. 455.
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From Golden Lane to Robin Hood
Gardens; orif you follow the
Yellow Brick Road, it may not
lead to Golders Green.

Peter Eisenman

A shortened version of this article first 27
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Gardens London E14" in the magazine
Architectural Design,September 1972.
Its appearance here, in its original form,
is intended to correct any misunder-
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result of an editorial abridgement that
was little short of tendentious. The bold
type indicates the passages that were
omitted in the first publication.
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rise housing prototype for the New
York State Urban Development
Corporation.



Introduction

28 The making of architecture can be said to be a continuing
dialectic between ideas and forms. Certain ideas and meta-
phors have the power to suggest buildings. Equally, certain
buildings, by virtue of their form, can imply a use and even
suggest a way of life. Each is no more or no less architecture.
Both are rare. Few ideas have been built; few buildings are
anything other than the latest mode in shape making. It is
unusual that Britain should have produced within the same
generation architects who might be considered exemplary of
these two attitudes.

While ideologically opposed, Alison and Peter Smithson on
the one hand and, James Stirling on the other, present a
certain parallel. Stirling does not begin with a program of
ideas; instead, they tend to develop from his forms. The
Smithsons start with a series of ideas - metaphors - which
have the power to suggest both buildings and larger urban
complexes. It is against a commitment to an architecture
evolved from a set of articulated and often elaborated ideas
that their contribution must be seen. It is through the medi-
um of their latest built work, Robin Hood Gardens, that this
paper will attempt to analyze that commitment at two levels
of intention; first as urbanism and second as architecture.

A pair of metaphors, the 'tower in the park' and the 'build-
ing as street,' articulate the two major contributions of the
modern movement to twentieth century urbanism. Both
models are alternatives to the rue-corridor ol the 19th
century. Both suggest a difierent relationship of building to
street. And to the extent that both present images which are
in conflict with the status quo, they embrace a utopian
aspect.

While the'tower in the park' appeared as an idea in Auguste
Perret's thinking, it was given its first significant presenta-
tion in Le Corbusier's Ville Tours of 1920 and Ville Contem-
poraine of 7922. Here the office towers transform the build-
ing/street relationship from one of a continuous facade
forming the street space to one where the street is merely a
two dimensional band in open-ended green space.

The second of these two metaphors, the 'builcling as street,'
which will afiect much of the Smithsons' clevelopment, first

tentatively appears in the maison d, redent blocks, of Ville
Contemporaine. This notion is developed into a purely linear
form in Le Corbusier's Rio de Janeiro Project of 1929 and
his Algiers Project in 1930. In both of these latter cases the
building is seen more as a road since it also carries automo-
biles, a concept prefigured in Edgar Chambless'Roadtown of
1910 (fig. 1). The necessity for distinguishing between road
and street will become evident in the discussion below. It is
enough to say here that a street provides direct access to
places of human occupancy; a road does not. To the extent
that the automobile denies such access, streets become roads.

In 1952, the conception of'building as street'was developed
by Alison and Peter Smithson from the received ideas of Le
Corbusier as set out in the Ville Contemporaine, and in his
projects for Rio and Algiers, into the notion of the building
as a continuous, elevated, street network. Golden Lane City
(fie.2), an elaboration of the Golden Lane Housing Scheme
(fig. 3 ) of the same year, can now be seen as one of the salient
propositions of mid-2Oth century urbanism. This significant
contribution by the Smithsons must setve as a referent for
any discussion of the Robin Hood Gardens housing scheme,
because each attempts to come to terms with a problem of
the modem city: the relation of the dwelling to the street
subsequent to the introduction of the motor car, and in a

more general sense, both the real and symbolic relation of
the private to public realm. In addition to being the first
housing which the Smithsons themselves have realized,
Robin Hood Gardens is the culmination of an ideological
development which concerns the capacity of ideas to be
transposed into built-form, both at the scale of the city and
of the individual building-a development which has influ-
enced other housing schemes and many of the ideas of Team
10. Evoking the weight of such a proposition, sustained over
twenty years, Robin Hood Gardens depends for its ultimate
importance on the Smithson's unique concem for the dwell-
ing/street relationship. In this sense, Robin Hood Gardens
can be seen as the end of a period, yet perhaps the beginning
of something new. It contains a modification of their concept
of the street, thus the housing no longer sustains the same

ideological relationship to the street as it did in Golden Lane.



Figure 1. Roadtoun. Edgar Chambless,
1910.

Figure 2. Golden Lane City Pro ject.
A. & P. Smithson, architects, 1g52.

Figure 3. Golden Lane Housing Project
A. & P. Smithson, architects, Ig52.
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F igure 4. I rnmeubles uillas, V ille C on-
temporaine. Le C orbusier, architect,
1922.
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The Building as Street: Golden Lane

Any analysis of the Smithsons'ideas vis-a-vis a dwelling/
street relationship must begin with Le Corbusier. The
essential comparison between Golden Lane and Le Cor-
busier's conception of this relationship can best be seen
at the level of urbanistic intention. This comparison has
a very complex history.

Before the intrusion of the motor car, the street was the
public pedestrian domain. Buildings were for habitation,
work, and other essentially private activities. With the ad-
vent of the motor car, the street as the public pedestrian way
became less viable, and by 1910 the pedestrian way was
being conceived of as an entity, separated from the street.
In 1915 the public pedestrian way had shifted in conception
to become part of the building. It is important to note that
when this shift occurs it modifies the form of the building,
but also changes the dwelling/street relationship.

From 1952 to the present, the power of this idea to suggest
formal organization has been a central theme for the Smith-
sons. This concem for a new dwelling/street relationship has
been manifest in two principal ways; as a pedestrian deck
and as a pedestrian precinct.

An important prototype of the pedestrian deck first appears
as raised pedestrian bridges, connecting towers in perret,s
City of Towers. In Perret's conception, the bridges are raised
six stories in the air and have littte to do with the form of the
building or the ground. Le Corbusier,inVers une Architec-
ture, rightly questions this: since the inhabitants also have
free access to the ground level, why should they use the
bridges?1 In Le Corbusier's Ville Pilotis of 1915, there are
short passageways only one level removed from the street
which provide a raised pedestrian connection. In his Ville
Contemporaine of 7922, a series of pedestrian levels is pre-
sented, this time integrated into the cellular blocks of the
immeubles uillas type (fig. q. These passages connect in
both axes to form a bi-axial grid.

In contrast, the redent blocks of the same scheme, which
also provide a multi-level pedestrian connection, only do so
in one direction. Thus the interconnected, elevated decks of
Golden Lane are prefigured in the cellular blocks of. the im_

meubles uillas rather than in the maison d redent, whose 81
form they more closely resemble.

The idea of a series of elevated pedestrian decks represents
a strangely ambivalent attitude to the motor car in the early
thinking of both Le Corbusier and the Smithsons. For, in one
sense, Le Corbusier's urbanism is both an homage to the idea
of the motor car, and a reaction against the reality of the car.
Similarly, in 7952 the Smithsons were saying that the street
had been "invalidated by the motor car" and could not be
revived by any "historicism.", Yet by 1958 the motor road
was to be their primary device for providing a new urban
scale.

This uncertainty about the relationship of the pedestrian
to motor travel is initially reflected in the cellular blocks
of the Ville Contemporaine with their elevated system of
bi-axial pedestrian routes. The fact that the elevated sys-
tem of the redent blocks of the same scheme only con-
nect in one direction, obliging the residents to descend to
grade before being able to move freely on two axes, only
adds to this ambivalence. It is interesting that in the later
Yille Radieuse the immeubles uil/as blocks and their
gridded connections disappear, leaving only the uni-direc-
tional connections of the redent blocks. By the time of
the Unit6 at Marseilles, which also has a pedestrian shop-
ping deck in addition to access corridors (not to mention
the roof deck), there was no longer any elevated connec-
tion; the attempt to segregate vehicles and pedestrians
completely had been abandoned. So it can be seen that
from Ville Contemporaine to Marseilles represents, for
Le Corbusier, a continuous attempt to come to terms with
the motor car. Where the Ville Contemporaine strove for
total separation, Marseilles established a mutual co-exist-
ence at grade with the car by eliminating the raised Ievel
connection.

Golden Lane represents the beginning of another conti_
nuity; the post-rvar confrontation with the motor car. The
universality of the motor car was still, in 7g52, a futuristic
idea, which accounts for the Smithsons, acceptance of the
rather medieval road pattern of London on to which the
Golden Lane scheme is projected. Nevertheless, streets dom-



32 inated by the motor car seem to have been unacceptable to
the Smithsons for they reintroduce the elevated pedestrian
decks, now as a completely connected system. Since there
was no provision for parking at Golden Lane, the idea seems

to have been to provide people, who were not envisioned as

owning cars, with another means of mobility and association

-a level of pedestrian connectors.

At Robin Hood Gardens there is no horizontal connection
of pedestrian decks. This, in conjunction with the provision
of a garage for each unit, asserts the reality of a consumer
society in which workers are expected to share the affiuence
and mobility of the middle class.

Within the context of pedestrian/car separation and a con-
coption of the car as a menace, Golden Lane can be consid-
ered a progressive idea. However, when this conception can
no longer be sustained, then in comparison to Robin Hood
Gardens, Golden Lane now appears even retrogressive in its
attitude to the motor car.

The difierence between Golden Lane and Robin Hood Gar-
dens must be seen in context of the Smithsons' reassessment
of the role of the motor car and the motor road stemming
from Peter Smithson's visit to the USA in 1958. The new
urban scale reality for the Smithsons becomes a connectivity
dominated by the road. It is the road and not the building or
the street which gives the necessary new scale to the city.
Now the inner urban highspeed motorway becomes a positive
aspect in their thinking, not only in their writing but also in
their projects. This difierence in their conception of the
motor road is first presented in the Hauptstadt project of
1958 (fig. 5 ) and later in their Mehrin gPlatz of 7962 (fig. 6) .

The 'building as street' and the connectivity of pedestrian

decks are gone; the primary pedestrian connection is now
thought of as being vertical to the motor car; horizontal
connection is by car alone.' This change is to be related to
their preoccupation at that time with the mid-1950's work
of Louis Kahn-both Kahn's acceptance of the road (as may
be reflected in the proximity of his Philadelphia Medical
Service Plan Building of 1954 to a major inner urban motor-
way) and his image of rivers, harbors, and docks of his Phila-
delphia Plan of 1952, with its complementary notion of the

pedestrian precinct, contain the American acceptance of the
automobile as a way of life.

The negation of the idea of 'building as street'brings with it
a change in the type-form model from the building as a con-

tinuous form expressive of an evolutionary process and a

new scale of urbanism, to a form which is seen as a static
entity; it brings a change in the conception of the building
process from one which is intrinsically incrernental to one

which in each stage represents some aspect of completion.

In Golden Lane the buildings are in themselves fragments
of a larger scheme; they are to be linked in some future state.
Their form thus embodies a respect for an empirical process,

i.e. one builds in increments, on as much of a site as one is
given. The future city is no longer contingent upon being
built at one time, but rather upon a process, accumulating
development on scattered and random sites over time. The
link-like forms of Golden Lane accept the reality of this
process. They suggest both vertical and horizontal connec-
tion to the existing context. While they accept this reality,
they are again no less utopian in their projection of a new
heroic-scale urban conception than the Le Corbusier of Ville
Contemporaine, if not as idealized in their form or in their
conception of the building process.{

At Robin Hood Gardens the proposition is virtually the re-

verse. The built-form negates the idea of an accumulative
empirical process and accepts the present context' The two
slab blocks are formally terminated. They are presented as
complete in themselves and rvill accept of no extension or
addition; the idea of a continuous process of development
is gone-they are at once a present and a future state.
They define and confirm the context as given. They deflect
to and accommodate the existing street pattern.'

But there are also some obvious spatial consequences result-
ing from this change in conception, which are important to
this argument. At Golden Lane the housing block and the
pedestrian street are the conceptual center (fl1. 7) . Because
the housing form was not deflected with relation to its im-
mediate context, the space which is left over by the block is
fragmented and peripheral.



Figure 5. Haupstadt project. A. &P.
S mithson, qrchitects, 1 9 5 8.

Figure 6. trfehring Platz Pro ject. A. & P
S mit hson, archit ec t s, 1 9 6 2.

Figure 7. Golden Lane Housing Project.
A. & P. Smithson, architects,1952.
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Figure 8. Plan of Gray's Inn. London.
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At Robin Hood Gardens, the housing blocks as well as their
pedestrian decks are moved to the edge of the site. In this
position, instead of fragmenting the space, they help to de-
fine it-the space is now whole and centra-l-at the same time
they perform the role of defining or separating the public
domain from the semi-public and semi-private realm, by vir-
tue of locating the decks on the exterior of the site. Thus the
building complex engenders an inside/outside and a front/
back relationship with respect to the existing context. No
such acknorvledgement is made to the immediate locality
in the case of Golden Lane.

As the route building or 'building as street' had been one
type-form to be epitomized in Golden Lane, so Robin Hood
Gardens is now another, similar to the Georgian Terrace, or
more specifically, the Law Courts at Grays Inn (fig. 8). As
Peter Smithson himself says, "there is no reason for think-
ing we cannot inuent something as good as the Georgian
Square"; the problem is "horv to make it speak." It is
merely that this type-form is concerned rvith another
kind of connectivity; that is, from building to road.

While both types, the linear building and the articulated
Georgian Terrace, are inherent in Le Corbusier's redent
blocks, they become uncoupled in the process of the Smith-
sons'deyelopment from Golden Lane through the Haupt-
stadt and Mehring Platz, antecedents rvhich ultimately
anticipate the transition to Robin Hood Gardens. Thus,
r.vhile certain elements-the street decks and the vertical
circulation torvers-are common to each project, and the
concern for the dlr'ellingistreet relationship is constant,
the spatial conception is different. The idea of the con-
tinuous and evolving building is replaced by building
events or'landcastles'as in Mehring Platz, in the form of
pairs of facing slabs, reminiscent of the Georgian TerrAce,
defining space rather than displacing it. The pedestrian
deck is replaced by the pedestrian precinct.o Why this
change in attitude to the road should also bring with it this
change in spatial conception is an interesting problem.

While the idea of this continuous building is hardly revo-
lutionary-one can point to many examples of this form
in 17th and 18th century urbanism-it remains no less a

valid theme for 20th century urbanism. In Golden Lane it 35
was projected further as a continuous netryork. But, as
built-form replacing the void of the street grid as the
primary structuring entity, it rvas seminal. Yet the notion
that it should replace rather than define the street is to be
seriously challenged.

If we take Robin Hood Gardens as built, it is a classic vision
of a contextual, 18th century, English urban order, which
stands in contradistinction to the topological space of Golden
Lane;' it conceives of and defines space in a way which
Golden Lane does not. Golden Lane contains an heroic con-
cept of the city, and while it provides for a new concept of
spatial order it leaves unresolved the question of the scale
and definition of the open space. Further, if a city is con-
ceived of as requiring a hierarchy of open space, that is, the
definition by buildings, of open space other than the street
space itself, then Robin Hood Gardens may be facing a prob-
lem which both the rue corridor and Golden Lane do not.

While Robin Hood Gardens has lost the scale of heroic vision,
its built form provides a sense of spatial hierarchy and defini-
tion which may be necessary to the individual conception of
the city. Thus, from Golden Lane to Robin Hood Gardens the
necessity of the idea to be imageable in a building diminishes.
First, because the idea of the 'building-as-street' changes
from what Peter Smithson meant when he said "the idea of
the street is more important than the reality of the street"-
to the idea of the reality of the road. Thus the road assumes
characteristics which are building-like. Second, because the
'heroic scale' of the ideas which were imageable in the
urbanism of Golden Lane cannot be sustained in the building
of Robin Hood Gardens.

It is precisely because the Smithsons'ideas have been usually
conceived in and are most evocative at an urbanistic scale
that the idea of connectivity is imageable in the form at
Golden Lane, whereas at the scale of Robin Hood Gardens it
is not. In this sense Hunstanton and Sheffield succeed be-
cause they manage to integrate the scale of idea with the
form of the building. Robin Hood Gardens does not. What
then remains in Robin Hood Gardens to the building, as
opposed to the space it defines, as an embodiment of ideas?



The Building as Architecture: Robin Hood Gardens

36 From as early as 1914, in the Maison Domino, modern archi-
tecture has been dealing with the problem of architecture os

housing. For the first time in modern architecture, housing
was conceived of not only as private accommodation but also,

in its agglomeration, as a public icon. Thus the forms usually
invoked were not a manifestation of technics nor merely the
resolution of a new functional living accommodation, but
rather, they were intended as metaphors-as icons of both a

social and technological aspiration. The forms represented
ideas about a public function and about a process of building
which was to be the new image of this public realm. Archi-
tecture, as opposed to mere building, was required to provide

this iconic function. Since the built-form of Robin Hood Gar-
dens follows in this tradition, in the last analysis it is the
building-as-architecture which must be judged.

The pedestrian street-decks and their vertical connection to
the automobile remain as the basic type-form elements in
Robin Hood Gardens. As juxtaposed on the site the buildings
provide a literal separation between the public and private
domain, so the type-form elements serve to create a similar
articulation between public deck and private cell, at a smaller

scale. These elements as articulated in Robin Hood Gardens

intimate not only that a different relation obtains between

the type-form and the car, but also in the conception of the

type-form elements themselves.

The pedestrian deck, which is problematic for both the
Smithsons and Le Corbusier before the change in type-
form, is now further complicated by another issue: which
is the horizontal datum? In other words, rvhat is to be

considered the primary symbol of public association? fs
it the pedestrian deck or the level of the motor car or the
ground? This is never finally resolved in Le Corbusier's
different versions of pedestrian/vehicular separation.
Even at Marseilles where the shopping level is midway
between the roof deck and the actual ground, the problem
remains-even though this shopping level is stressed as
primary-because there is no horizontal continuity. At
Robin Hood Gardens, the problem re-emerges because the
buildings now accept the existence of the road and a
ground level datum. Moreover, by providing not one but a
series of pedestrian levels, the problem is compounded.

Without the horizontal connection of Golden Lane, the
pedestrian decks here seem Iike an anachronism; a vesti-
gial memory paying homage to a lost intent. Considered
in merely functional terms, that is, as broad open-air
access corridors, there is still the latent problem of the
primary datum level.

In this light, if the pedestrian deck is conceived to be

iconically the same as the Golden Lane, then it is retro'
gressive from the Smithsons'Hauptstadt and Economist
designs, which in retrospect stand almost as an ideolog-
ical critique of Robin Hood Gardens. However, if the city
is conceived of as having a basic horizontal datum at
ground level, then Robin Hood Gardens defers to that
reality. But in this sense, a single elevated pedestrian
level which maintains a close physical relation to the
street would be one feasible alternative for the integra-
tion of this pedestrian level into the activity of the orig-
inal datum. Without this proximity, or an upper level
continuity, both the street and the idea of a public deck
remain in a state of contradiction. However, Robin Hood
Gardens seems to be offering an alternative proposition.
If the pedestrian decks are conceived differently from
those at Golden Lane, for example as private rather than
public streets, performing a function which indoor corri-
dors could not, and thus as a potential component in a
new scale of hierarchies from public to private, then this
problem does not arise.

Another aspect, which seems to support this notion of a hier-
archy of public to private space, can be seen in the relation-
ship of the interior unit stair to the pedestrian deck.The inte-
rior stair serving the duplex flats is located, as it was at
Golden Lane, parallel to the deck yet forward of the entry
plane. This acts to do two things; first its parallel location
creates a space and sound buffer between the public and pri-
vate zones; second it creates azone of space (fig. 9) in front of
the entry, which acts as a transition from public to private.
When compared to the stair/deck relationship at Park Hill
Housing in Sheffield (whose architect Ivor Smith had worked
with the Smithsons), which must be seen as a development
of the Golden Lane model, this articulation becomes crucial.
At Park Hill, the internal unit stair (fig. 10) is Georgian in



Figure 9. Robin Hood Gardens, A. & P.
Smithson, architects, 1972. Plan of dech
leuel.

F igure 1 0. P ark H ill Housing,Sheffield.
Jack Lynn, Iuor Smith and Frederick
Nicklin, designers, Sheffield City
Architect' s Dept ., J . Lewis W omersley ,

architect. 1961. Plan of deck leuel.
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38 concept; being located centrally it provides neither a bufier
from the public realm nor does it articulate any public-
private transition.

The second type-form element, the vertical towers, are de-
ployed difierently at Golden Lane and Robin Hood Gardens.
At Golden Lane the vertical circulation towers are clearly
articulated, and their location along the decks corresponds
to the cranking of the slab itself. In this sense the towers act
as an organizing device.

This is not a problem at Robin Hood Gardens where the
slabs are not intended to be conceptually continuous. There-
fore, to the north, the vertical tower is articulated (fig. i1)
as an end. To the south (fig. 12), though articulated, it is
displaced by an end dwelling unit, which wraps around the
building indicating a termination and no future connection.
A problem accrues however to the form of articulation seen
in figure 12, in the relationship of vertical to horizontal ac-
cess. When compared to the rather generous and even noble
foyer and vertical access of the immeubles uillas (fig. 73),
the access to the pedestrian deck at Robin Hood Gardens is
mean; the deck itself narrows to the lift lobby. This narrow-
ing, plus the particular articulation of the lift tower, suggests
an escape stair more than a main entry. However, if the nar-
rowing of the deck is meant to articulate again the idea of a
transition from public to private, rather than from vertical
to horizontal, then the form is expressive of that idea.

While the building is most successful at the level of a public
icon, in the expression of these transitions, the private realm
seems less successful. While the public domain is full of
imagery, the private units seem devoid of anything other
than the mechanics of living in the present - and even at that
hardly more than adequate, and perhaps below standard,
when compared merely to the utilities provided in any similar
public housing in New York City. Even when compared
to Golden Lane with their private yard-gardens, the private
unit at Robin Hood Gardens seems less ideal.

But further, it is the attempt to express the private unit on
the facade of the building that creates an almost unsolvable
problem between the expression of the public domain - the
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Figure 1 1. Robin Hood Gardens.
A. & P. Smithson,architects,lgT2.
North end of east blocle.

Figure 12. Robin Hood Gardens.
A. & P. Smithson, qrchitects, 1 97 2.
Road facade. South touer at right.

Figure lS.Immeubles uillas. Le
Corbusier, architect, 1922. Plan of
entry foyer.
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Figure 14. Le Corbusier and the
winerack.

Figure 15. ColLage of earlier study f or
Manisty Street. (RobinHood Gar-
dens) . A. & P. Smithson, architects,
1963.

'.,'l

Figure 16. RobinHood Gardens.
A. & P. Smithson,architects,l9T2
East facade of east block.
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type-form elements - and the expression of the individual
units. This problem is accentuated in the particular resolu-
tion of the facades which the Smithsons attempt at Robin
Hood Gardens.

The iconography of a building's surface has been a con-
tinuing preoccupation for the Smithsons. It is manifested in
their continuing search for a 'generalizing aesthetic' for
ordinariness as a norm. It is seen in the concern to resolve
the repetitive accomodation of large numbers through a "sort
oI anonymity of styling.". The facades of Robin Hood
Gardens attempt to postulate a general pattern open to some
degree of individual variation and change.n And Robin Hood
Gardens, like the Economist Building, depends for its ico-
nography upon a high degree of resolution in the facade; a
resolution of the demands for both a generalizing aesthetic
and a high degree of intemal flexibility. The Smithsons at-
tempt this resolution through the use of a 'skin.' A 'skin,,
as opposed to a facade, should most properly be conceived
of as a taut membrane without apparent depth, which seems
stretched over the internal frame. The idea of a skin is clearly
closer to Mies' aesthetic than to Golden Lane and Le
Corbusier's idea conveyed by the image of the wine rack as
a cage, with individual units capable of being dropped in and
out like bottles (fig. 1a). The essence of Mies' use of a skin is
precisely that he does not attempt an iconography which is
expressive of the individual unit. Mies permits of no elabora-
tion or modification. His use of a skin is a carefully controlled
formal orchestration of verticals and horizontals. But unlike
Mies, where the skin is often a complex screen which remains
neutral, Robin Hood Gardens represents a search for a skin
which is at once seen as generalizing and at the same time
as functionally and iconically expressive of the disposition of 16.

the intemal elements.

The elevations of the earlier Manisty Street Project (fiS. 15),
the precursor of Robin Hood Gardens, were thought by the
Smithsons to be too 'modish' because of their excessive hori-
zontality. In opposition to this, the skin, as realized in Robin
Hood Gardens, is dominated by vertical mullions. These
mullions (fig. 16) are intended to act as a sound barrier from
unit to unit across the vertical surface of the building, and
at the same time are supposed to be iconically expressive of

47



42 a median cell structure and its larger and smaller variations.
However, as built, this skin of vertical mullions does not pos-
sess an "anonymity of styling." No weight of functional
argument can validate a quality in the facade which makes
the mullions seem like appliqu6 fins, and the corresponding
Ioss of their iconic intention as a skin. The problem seems to
be the following. First, the mullions have a substantial depth.
They contravene the received notions of the essence of skin,
which has a necessary vertical and horizontal continuity but
little depth. When these mullions lose their vertical continu-
ity, they also violate any canon of perception concerning a
trabeated system where the verticals, unless continuous and
thus apparently supporting, appear to be applied to, rather
than stretched over, the frame. Thus on the south end of
both buildings, the mullions, being uninterrupted in their
length from roof to ground level ( fig. 17 ) , are most successful
as a generalizing aesthetic. On the two internal elevations
facing the court, the vertical mullions can be read as part of a
series of shallow vertical layers expressed on these facades
from the outside edge of the mullion to the face of the living
room which is set back behind a narrow sun balcony ( fig. 18 ) .

Even though the mullions are interrupted by these balconies,
because of the flatness of these balcony spaces and their lack
of deep shadow and corresponding suggestion of volume, the
mullions and balconies are read together and thus the mul-
lions lose their appearance of depth. It is on the two extemal
elevations, where the Smithsons articulate the private units
as distinct from the public pedestrian decks, that the mul-
lions are least successful as a generalizing surface. Here they
are cut by the horizontal volumetric reading which accrues
to the decks, and become rhetorical.

Ultimately, the problem is not whether the mullions are more
or less rhetorical, or that there is or is not a skin, but whether
the facades sustain the intended symbolism. Here one is pre-
sented with a generic problem - the classic confrontation
between a classicizing aesthetic and an expressionistic aes-
thetic, and ultimately the Smithsons' vacillation between
Mies and Le Corbusier. The heed to express the type-form
elements - the vertical towers and the horizontal decks -
contradicts the idea of a skin. Mies always suppresses these
elements by placing them on the interior of the building; the
generalizing aesthetic of the skin not only does not acknowl-

edge these, but also masks any horizontal or vertical artic-
ulation of the structure. But the Smithsons, who want to
express not only the individual occupancy but the ease of
that occupancy through a neutralizing agent-the skin-seem
to be caught between their classicizing tendencies and the
expressionism of Le Corbusier when they pull the towers and
the decks through the membrane created by the skin to
articulate the public elements.

Perhaps lvhat one senses in the realization of Robin Hood
Gardens as built-form is not so much a formal failure but
perhaps a failure of their forms to sustain theidea of both
a generalizing aesthetic and the type-form elements. This
specific case can be traced to a more general problem
found in the relatonship of built work to ideas and in par'
ticular to social polemic, which runs throughout much of
post-World War II architecture, and more specifically in
the work of Team 10. There has always seemed to be a
fundamental incongruity in the Team 10 position; a dis-
parity betrveen rvhat is said and rvhat is done.

Team 10 came into existence partly as a reaction to the
historicism of CIAM and the "cultural obsolescence" of
much of the existing mass housing.'. Team 10 lvas com-
mitted to a more aggressive concern for sociological and
technological problems; to the "understanding of the pat-
terns, the aspirations, the artifacts, the roots, the modes
of transportation and communication of present day so-
ciety." But further it lvas committed to develop an aesthe-
tic "appropriate to mechanized building.""

If there rvere such a radieal difference betrveen the polemic
of 1928 and 1959," it may have been more in the minds of
Team 10 than in the ideas conveyed by the words. If there
were nelv attitudes torvard €ommunication and technol-
ogy, one rvould expect a corresponding nerv formal con-
ception; as the Smithsons have said, new forms which
would project a genuine 20th century technological image
of the dwelling-"comfortable, safe and not feudal."'3

However, while Le Corbusier meshed a cubist conception
of space with a social polemic to produce an iconography-
a new form-meaning relationship-it is perhaps only in



Figure 17. Robin H ood Gardens.
A. & P. Smithson, architects, 1972.
Detail of south end of east block.

Figure 18. Robin Hood Gardens.
A. & P. Smithson, architects, 1972
Courtfacade of east block.
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44 the Smithsons' Golden Lane or Shadrach Woods' Free
University of Berlin that any alternative formal and spa-
tial conceptions rvith the power to act as a unifying force
have been projected, and which were in any way spatially
removed from Le Corbusier, De Stijl or Constructivism.
In these two projects, as well as at Mehring Platz, there
is an evolution, if not a clear cut alternative, to Corbusian
space. Rather than an architecture conceived of as a rela-
tionship of spatial elements, there is noty a relationship of
spatial systems-or a relationship betrveen relationships.
Instead of space being conceived of as the relationship of
an outside facade to an internal arrangement of surfaces,
now it is conceived of as relationships at a different scale,
external to the building. In this respect Mehring Platz
transcends Golden Lane in its configuration of systems,
and yet as in Robin Hood Gardens, its'neoclassical'pair-
ing of buildings remains tied to the past.

While the social polemic of Team 10 was said to have
changed in the sense that it was more concerned with
linking scales and systems of human activity, and while
the external manifestations of its forms seemed more
human and real, the spatial conceptions for the most part
rvere still pre-1930. Even AIdo van Eyck's Children's Home
in Amsterdam, which is thought by many to be canonical
in the oeuure of post-World War II building, can hardly
be considered post-cubist. Le Corbusier succeeded perhaps
because he invoked a revolutionary spatial conception-an
imagery to house the social polemic. That Team 10 never
understood this point can be seen in their continuing use
of 'Parisian' space lvithout recognizing its implications;
neither the cultural load rvhich it now carries, nor the
spatial organizations latent in this formal conception
with its corresponding potential for nerv meanings.ln

...or if you follorv the Yellorv Brick Road it may not lead
to Golders Green.

In appealing to a reality which is ultimately middle-class, in
its particular acceptance of the motor car and its conception
of a public/private hierarchy, Robin Hood Gardens sacrifices
not only the revolutionary idealism of Golden Lane but also
most of the oeuure of the heroic period of the modern move-

ment. Yet, paradoxically, the ideal of Golden Lane which
persists in Robin Hood Gardens can never be middle-class.
For in the relation of built-form to open space in Golden
Lane, there is a new conception of the hierarchy of the public
to private realm. The traditional attitude concerning private
open space and its use as a structuring device in such a hier-
archy is replaced by a public domain which has few such
transitions - the private cell is now in direct contact with
most scales of urban structure.

To satisfy the welfare state and its agency in the G.L.C.,
which seems content in offering the working class such a
bourgeois existence, is a problem which Golden Lane is ill-
equipped to handle. Equally, the Smithson ideology, which
would contend that in the heart of every worker there is a

potential aristocrat, is a position which, both politically and
socially, a particular brand of English socialism finds unten-
able, and refuses to confront.

Yet a housing project which at once is attempting to present
a new type-form which has its roots in the Georgian terrace
and in a political system which was responsive to and respon-
sible for the public domain, and at the same time creates a
private realm where the aspiring middle-class worker sees

himself in a working class environment, a-lbeit with a middle-
class income, poses several difficult questions.

The problem must be twofold. First, the level of amenity in
the individual unit is low. The per-unit cost allowance is
probably all that can be afiorded under the existing priorities
of the G.L.C., but is nevertheless low for both an adequate
public and private realm. Second, given the choice of one or
the other, but not both, the Smithsons, it would seem, have
opted in favor of the public domain. The question remains;
within such limitations of cost, where do you spend your
money?

fhe Smithsons' argument here is contradictory. On the one
hand they are concerned with the problem of the personal
occupation and possession of one's own 'private' space in
the present.'5 Yet on the other hand the Smithsons consider
a building as a public icon (my reference), as part of a city
fabric whose primary value lies in its image of permanence



and the capacity of that image to transcend and even change
the reality of the present, again at a public level. While the
public domain of Robin Hood Gardens suggests such a
change, the private realm does not. In this context, the
Smithsons say that a building, Iike an object, suggests a use
and if the present inhabitants use it badly, the object-user
dialogue being degraded, this may not be the fault of the
object. Yet it is precisely at the level of the object that Robin
Hood Gardens seems to leave this issue suspended.

The disparity between the G.L.C.'s need to create housing
for a people today, and the Smithsons' desire to build a
utopian present and luture, may account for the unresolved
attitude found in Robin Hood Gardens between the empir-
ical fact, manifested in built-form at the scale of the individ-
ual building, and some normative idea for a new urbanism.
This is reflected in Robin Hood Gardens as a change from
utopian planner to actual builder; from a primary concem
with the development of an idea, to a fundamental concern
for the building process. While the former was revolutionary
the latter is often ad-hoc and at best revisionist.

To build housing which does not indicate a possible future
redemption while providing only for a population's present
physical needs may be morally as untenable as providing no
housing at all. A people who become a lumpen middle class
in dwelling units which, through their physical amenity,
deaden any expectation of future change, cannot be what
the present advocates of "give the people what they want"
have in mind.

The thrust of the early modern moyement polemic, which
the Smithsons continue to nourish, was probably more
like "give the people rvhat they would want if they knew
what they lvanted." This certainly is a paradox of the
modern movement; it remains no Iess a contradiction in
the idea of Golden Lane and in the reality of Robin Hood
Gardens.

Postscript

In re-reading my criticism I find myself caught in a paradox
of an even more personal kind. Partly because an act of

criticism demands a certain distance and objectivity, much 4b
of what I have said seems dry and fragmented. Partly as an
American who has lived in England, I approach most things
which are English with acute anglophilia, with reminiscences
of my own culture shock and fall from grace as a noble sav-
age. But perhaps more importantly, partly because f am
often in disagreement with what the Smithsons say and what
they do, I nevertheless cannot but admire what they stand
for. But as an architect myself, attempting to translate ideas
into form, I must abandon my critical neutrality, my cultural
disjunction, and my personal disagreement when confronted
by the intellectual and ideological integrity which the Smith-
sons represent for me in post-World War II architecture and
urbanism.

For an architect faced with the economic, political and social
realities of our particular time, there seem to be three atti-
tudes which can be assumed. The first is one of extreme
naivet6; that is to suggest buildings and plans which have
no hope of eventual realization. The second is to be merely
swept along by the practicalities of staying alive, building
buildings which in some way satisfy society as presently
given. The third is to adopt a c5mical attitude: to retreat
from or remain aloof and deprecating of the other two. The
Smithsons, for me, in some way, have transcended each of
these attitudes, to a possible fourth position which stands in
someway as critical of the other three.

After twenty years of driving at the solution for a housing
type first articulated in Golden Lane, it is difficult to sustain
the idea of innocence. Yet to keep at the same idea, hitting
at it over and over again in an attempt to realize an ideal can
hardly be thought of as cynical. And to refuse to build, or to
be refused the opportunity for want of compromise, is hardly
practical. Thus, whatever the particular flaws of Robin Hood
Gardens, whatever the limitations in the original idea of
Golden Lane, the achievement of finally realizing in built
form any ideas must transcenC not only my criticism but also
the building itself.

It is the dogged determination to stick with, develop, and
build these ideas, in the face of those who would ebb and flow
with the fickle tastes of current avant garde, which establishes



46 a model of integrity which forces each of us to question our
own daily activity. The Smithsons represent an intellectual
and ideological position, confirmed in a weight of writing,
polemic, and criticism which is unparalleled since World War
II; they possess a sensibility and an understanding of archi-
tecture as a history of social and cultural change; but above
all, they have a total commitment to architecture as a way
of life.

This is the stufi of which architecture is made. It is the way
in which architecture will continue to challenge as well as

reflect the aspirations of a way of life.

Consequently, I write this postscript as I wrote my criticism

-faced with a paradox, which is partly a result of the criti-
cism of myself suggested by their presence.

19.



Figure 19. Mound in central green
space.

Figure 20.View of lotoer units from
central green space.

Figure 21. Alison and Peter Smithson
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Figure 22. Robin Hood Gardens.
A. & P. Smithson,architects, 1972.
Court facade of east bLock.

Figure 23. Mound in central green
8pace.

Figure 24. East block as uiewed f rom
the entry to the Blqtllwall Tunnel.

Figure 25.View from the northwest

Figure 26.View of detailat entry.
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Figure 27. Robin Hood Gardens.
A. & P- Smithson, architects,l972.
Aerialuiew.

Figure 28.Vieut looking into seruice
road and parking under west bloclz.

Figure 29.View of court facade of east
block.

28.

Figure 30 . V ieu of north tower of west
block.

Figure 31.View of court f acade of west
block.
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Figure 32. Robin Hood Gardens.
A. & P. Smithson, architects, 1972.
Section and window details.

Figure 33. Plans of three typical leuels
at the south end of the block.

Figure 34. Plans of three typical leuels
qt the north end of the block.
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Figure 35. Robin Hood Gardens.
A. & P. Smithson, architects, 1g22.
Site Plan.

Figure 36. The tu,o exterior elet'ations

Figure 37. Axonometric drawing show-
ing a posible growth pattern f or the
Robin Hood Gardens block.

Figure 38. Three perspectiue section
collages.
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Notes

56 1. Le Corbusier,Vers Une Architecture (Paris,1923).
2. Alison and Peter Smithson, Urban Structuring (London:
Studio Vista, New York; Reinhold Publishing Corp., New York,
1967), p. 10.
3" No, So. Hauptstadt like Golden Lane was a metropolitan cen-
ter site, ideal f or pedestrian stressing; we would still say this was
correct. In Hauptstadt it rnight be said that we were obsessed
with stressing horizontal pedestrian mouement, in a situation
where the motortoay net had already been established and was a
'fix' in the competition. ( A. & P.S.)
4. In many respects Golden Lane of 1952 reflects an English ro-
manticization of Le Corbusier's classical concept. In its network
which can be seen as a counter form to the existing London grid,
both of which are random, Golden Lane almost seems like a
photonegative of the medieval town rather than an idealization of
the new.
In a similar sense, Golden Lane can be seen as an Englishman's
idea of a grid as opposed to that of an American, as seen, for
example, in Shadrach Woods' Berlin Free University. This is, in
many respects, an evolution of Golden Lane, only deriving from
an American tradition of the 19th century neoclassical gridiron
town.
Our concern, especially since the Economist, is with an aesthetic
of connectiuity; i.e. things don't haue to be continuous to be con-
nectiue. In Robin Hood Gardens the existing street pattern has
been extensiuely modified, two streets remoued completely and
the whole uehicle storage and seruicing reJormulated, quite the
reDerse ol the original Golden Lane project. (A.82 P.S.)
5. It is interesting to note that in the first Manisty Street Scheme
the building forms were not cranked; in this respect they were
very much still in the spirit of Golden Lane.
6. In a formal context the urbanism of Le Corbusier can be char-
acterized as linear; that of Kahn as maze-like. And it is after 1958
that the Smithsons change the image of the pedestrian experi-
ence from the street to the'landcastle'and viaduct whieh connect
'building events'; the tangle of motor ways leading to plug-in
'harbors'A la Kahn.
7. It is also via Kahn, as Kenneth Frampton perceptively sug-
gested, that the Smithsons make a return to the classicism, with
which they had flirted at Hunstanton, and which is ultimately
related in their terms beyond Mies to English Palladianism of
the country house.
8. Alison and Peter Smithson, "Concealment and Display: Medi-
tations on Braun," Architectural Design (July 1966).
9. It is interesting to note that Robin Hood Gardens led the
Smithsons to a study of Bath and not vice versa; see Arclr itectural
Design (June 1971).
7O. The historicism of the middle age-group - our uncles - the
popularism of the whole organisation.
There is only a change of emphasis, of pace. ( A. & p.S.)

11. "The Death of CIAM," Architectural Design (Oct., 1959),
p. A/5.
12. "The Truth about CIAM, Letter from Four Founders,"
Architectural Design, ( Jan., 1961).
13. "The Death of CIAM," p. A/5.
14. We are not stupid, just uninuentiue. " Parisian?" ( A. & P.S.).
15. Alison and Peter Smithson, "Signs of Occupancy," Architec-
tural Design (Feb., 1972).

Figure credits

All illustrative material with the exception of figures 1, 4, 8, 13
and 14 provided by Alison and Peter Smithson.

Figure 1. Courtesy The Museum of Modern Art.
Figure 2. Drawing by A. Smithson.
Figure 4. Le Corbusier, City of Tomorrow (London: John Rod-
ker, 1929 ),p.227.
Figure 5. Drawing by P. Sigmonde.
Figures 11, 16, 18, 2l-24,26-33. Sandra Lousada for Architec-
tural Design.
Figure 13. Le Corbusier, City of Tomorrow, p. 218.
Figure 14. Alison and Peter Smithson, Ordinariness and Light
(London: Faber & Faber, l97l), p.77.
Figures 17 & 19. P. Smithson.
Figure 20. @ British Broadcasting Corporation.
Figures 34 & 35. Architectural Design.
Figures 38 & 39. P. Smithson.
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58 A Klee painting named "Angelus Nouus" shows an angel
looking as though he is about to moue away from something
he is fixedly contemplating. His eyes are staring, his mouth
is open, his wings are spread. This is how one pictures the
angeL of history. His f ace is turned towards the past, Where
we perceiue a chain of euents, he sees one single catastrophe
which heeps piling ureckctge upon wrechage and hurls it in
front of his feet. The angel would like to stay, awahen the
dead, and mq.ke whole what has been smashed. But a storm
is blotuing f rom Paradise; it has got cqught in his uings with
such uiolence that the angel can no longer cLose them. This
storm irresistibly propels him into the future to which his
bach, is turned, whiLe the pile of debris bef ore him grows sky-
ward. This stormis ruhat we call progress.

Walter Benjamin
Theses on the Philosophy of History
1940

The transformations that overtook the basic means of pro-
duction between 1750 and 1850 not only radically modified
the man-made landscape during the period in question but
also wrought fundamental alterations in the basic system of
distribution and consumption. This so-called industrial revo-
lution was predicated and furthcred by two major upheavals
in the realms of thought and action, namely Galileo's dis-
covery that the universe was hcliocentric and the advent of
of the French Revolution. Thcse had the effect of totally
transforming the Wcstern world. Both constitutionally and
symbolically, they combined with the printing press to
undermine the divine right rule of the ancien regime. While
Galileo destroyed the integrity of appearance and being, and
helped thereby to institute Cartesian doubt as the funda-
mental basis of the scientific method, the French Revolution
gave birth to a new class of men, who could stand in the
political arena in the name of the people as a whole. As
Hannah Arendt has written of the former, ". . . the Cartesian
method of securing certainty against doubt corresponded
most precisely to the most obvious conclusion to be drawn
from the new physical science; though one cannot know the
truth man can at least know what he makes himself. This
indeed became the most general and most generally accepted

attitude of the modern age and it is this conviction, rather
than the doubt underlying it, that propelled one generation
after another for more than three hundred years into an ever
quickening pace of discovery and development,"l and of the
latter, "It was only in the course of the eighteenth century
revolutions that men began to be aware that a new beginning
could be a political phenomenon, that it could be the result
of what men had done and what they could consciously set
out to do. From then on, a new continent and a new man
rising from it were no longer needed to instill hope for a new
order of things. The nouus ordo saecLorunl was no longer a
blessing given by the grand scheme and design of Providence
and novelty was no longer the proud and at the same time
frightening possession of the few."'

With Descartes, antiquity as received, lost its authority as

an irreducible source of order, while architecture as appear-
ance, as the mandala of the prince and the priest, lost its
immediate power to inform and determine the world. As
J. B. Bury has written, "Cartesianism affirmed the two posi-
tive axioms of the supremacy of reason and the inuariability
of the laws of nature; and its instrument was a new rigorous
analytical method, which was applicable to history as well as
to physical knowledge. The axioms of nature collided with
the theory of an active Providence. The supremacy of reason
shook the thrones from which authority and tradition had
tyrannized over the brains of man. Cartesianism was equiva-
lent to a declaration of the Independence of Man. It was in
the atmosphere of the Cartesian spirit that a theory of
Progress was to take shape. . . ."'

The shift from a geocentric to a heliocentric model of the
universe came into being as the consequence of instrumental-
ity, that is to say as a result of the intervention of an optical
tool-the telescope (fig. 1). With this homo faber, or man
the maker, came to his place in the modern u,orld through a
modification in his traditional role. From Galileo on, he
was no longer valued solely for his product as an end result,
but for his process as a means to an end. As Hannah Arendt
remarks, fabrication which had hitherto disappeared into the
product now became an end in itself since pure science rvas
not interested in the appearance of objgcts, but in the capac-
ity of objects to reveal the intrinsic structure lying behind



Figure 1. Galileo's telescope first
deueloped and used by him as an
obseruational instrument in the year
1610. With this optical deuice Galileo
discouered the satellites of Jupiter and
thereby established the first uisible
proof of the Copernican theory of
the uniuerse.

aII appearance. It abandoned the passive contemplation of
objects per se for the activation of objects in relation to
nature. This had the efiect of reversing the traditional hier-
archic relation of contemplation and action, a shift which
had profound consequences for the object of architecture.
As Hannah Arendt has written, "As far as homo faber was
concerned this modern shift of emphasis from the 'what' to
the 'how,' from the thing itself to its fabrication process was
by no means an unmixed blessing. It deprived man as maker
and builder of those fixed and permanent standards and
measurements which prior to the modern age have always
served as his guides for his doing and criteria for his judg-
ment. . . . Man began to consider himself part and parcel of
the two superhuman, all encompassing processes of nature
and history, both of which seemed doomed to an infi.nite
progress without ever reaching any inherent telos or ap-
proaching any preordained idea."*

The Cartesian loss of confidence in appearances and in the
general schemata of traditional truth together with the
tendency of fabrication towards the achievement of exclu-
sively utilitarian ends, began to erode the traditional object
of architecture from within; although the evidence of this
subtle erosion remained largely concealed throughout the
Enlightenment. The real transformation in the overall proc-
ess of production was yet to make its impact. Nonetheless
by the mid-18th century the first of the post-Cartesian crises
to befall architecture had already occurred.

The Crisis o17747

The foundation of Perronet's Ecoles des Ponts et Chausees 1

in 77 47 was to divide for the first time the profession of
engineering from that of architecture; that is to separate in
formal terms those two aspects of architecture as defined in
the Oxford English Dictionary; namely (1) the art and
science of constructing edifices for human use from (2) the
action and process of building. As I have argued elsewhere
this dichotomy may be assimilated to the distinction which
Hannah Arendt has made between labor as corresponding to
life itself and taork as couesponding to the unnaturalness of
human existence which is not embedded in and whose mor-
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Figure 2. J. G. Souffiot's Ste. Geneuieue,
Paris, 17 55, wes in many respects a
building out of the ideas embodied in
Laugier's Essai sur l'architecture of
17 53. Conceiued as a continuous inter-
nal, peristylar space,it was a deliberate
attempt at the lucidity and scale of the
Gothic tradition in classical terms. Such
a concept necessitated an unprece-
dented technoLogy, such as was dra-

matically demonstrated in 1770 by
Rondelet's reinf orced stoneworhf or the
pronaos of the same church.

Figure 3. Nymphenberg. The Baroque
Cartasion gesturc of the ancian regime
as depicted by Alain Resnais in the fi.Lm
"L'annrje Dernibre d. Marienbad" of
1961.
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Figure 4. "A Palace for a Souereign"
projected by Etienne Boullde in 1785.
The utopian distraction of unrealisabLe
scale and inaccessible space. Boull1e
submitted an equally unreaLisable
proposaLf or the remodeling of VersaiLles

tality is not compensated by the species ever recurring life
cycle.' By the same token, "The phrase 'for human use'
imparts a specific human and anthropomorphic connotation
to the whole of the first definition, alluding to the creation of
the'human world.' Conversely, it may be argued that in the
second definition the use of the words 'action' and 'process'
in the phrase 'the action and process of building' clearly
implies a continuous act of building, forever incomplete,
comparable to the continual process of biological labor. The
additional fact that, according to the dictionary, the word
'edifice' may strictly be used only to refer to 'a large and
stately building such as a church, a palace and a fortress,'
serves only to support the connotation 'work' in the first
definition. . . .""

By virtue of formalizing this implicit distinction between
s/osls and process, engineering became liberated in 7747
from the socio-cultural imperatives of symbolic built form.
From now on it could develop its full utilitarian potential,
untrammeled by symbolization, while architecture had
henceforth to seek for its now fragmented object in the
theoretical deliberations of the Academie Royale.

Undermined by the subtle secularization of the world since
GaIiIeo, deprived by Cartesian doubt of reassuring tradi-
tional truth, architectural theory found itself appealing to
the testament of archaeology through its own loss of faith
in the received culture of the Renaissance. At the same time
it began to look for its ultimate rationale in the all encom-
passing processes of nature. Natural law was now asserted as

the prime ordinating principle of architecture, while beyond
the classical tradition of the Renaissance, men began to
study and emulate the surviving profiles of antiquity. Mod-
ern archaeology and the modern study of history were both
the direct outcome of drives such as these, the former begin-
ning with Winckleman in 1764 and the latter with Voltaire
in 1751. Stripped by science of its hitherto magical coales-
cence the modern world began to fragment. Moreover, since
appearance now belied truth, it became necessary to treat
form as independent of content: the modern science of aes-
thetics coming into being with Baumgarten's Aesthetica
of 1750.

For their part architectural theoreticians, such as the Abb6 61
Laugier in his Essai sur L'Architecture of 7753, began to
advocate buildings of the utmost self evidence and lucidity,
to the point of their becoming totally transparent (fie. 2).
Light was now literally seen for the first time as the illumina-
tion of reason and as the sole agent capable of dematerializ-
ing inert mass. The wholesale production of glass, perfected
as a technique in the 17th century, profiered a material by
which to efiect this penetration of appearance. Windows,
which had hitherto been black apertures in classical masses,
now became part of a continuous illuminated fabric. Thus
Joseph Paxton's Crystal Palace of 1851 found itself implic-
itly anticipated in the architectural theories of the mid-18th
century. Laugier in 1753 justified the extensive glazing of
a trabeated structure in the following words, "A building
with isolated columns carrying an entablature has no need
of doors or windows: but also open on every side is uninhab-
itable."'

At the same time the ultimate Baroque Cartesian gesture of
the ancien regime, Versailles-the manifestation of the world
as an optical matrix, the analysis of sight in terms of land-
scaped aLl6es seen as radiating from a single metaphorical
source of monarchic power-could not be repeated (fig. 3).
The spontaneous decline of the ancien regime (due to the
confrontation of feudality with the rationality of the En-
lightenment), the ascendance of the bourgeoisie, the rise of
the social and the intimate, the prospect of human perfect-
ibility, the rediscovery of antiquity, the duality of light
andnature as the essential sublime emanance of the Supreme
Being, above all the influence of Rousseau and Newton,
jointly conspired to distract architecture from the prospect
of realization in its own time and to project it into an archae-
ologically distant past or into an unattainable utopian future.
Its essential object in the palpable present had now become
problematic. This utopian distraction could hardly be better
displayed than in the works of Etienne Boul6e, who pro-
jected spectacular masses of stone at the scale of natural
escarpments-vast megaliths which, apart from their pro-
hibitive size, were often shown penetrated by endless gal-
leries of inaccessible space (fig. 4).
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Trench warfare, the technique par ex-
cellence of the first world war had
altered little as a basic method since
Vquban's treatise on siegecraft pub-
lished in 17 40 . I t is a grotesque irony
that this technique uas stillused when
cities had already lost their strategic
importance and u,then bqstions no
longer existed.

F igure 5. Mainz 17 84, as f ortified in
1740 by the German military engineer
M ax imillian u o n W e ls ch. T he ultimat e
elaboration of the system of Vauban
bef ore it became redundcnt f rom both a
miLitary and economic point of uiew,
around the middLe of the 19th century.
The final statentent of engineering as qn

intrinsic part of architecture, in seruice
of the reified city.

Figure 6. Paul Riquet's proposal of
1684 for the Canal de Languedoc
designed to Linh. the Atlantic and the
Mediterranean uia the riuers of the
Midi. Detail showing the lock gates of
Mongiscar as designed by Niquet in
1686.
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Figure 7. The MenaiBridge,lS2S,
designed and built by Thomas Telf ord
of which Karl Frederich, Schinkel wrote,
"We went down to see how the chains
were fixed to the roclz. They penetrate
at least sixty feet and there secured
against the roclt.I made a drawing of
the situatton to retain the impression of
this grandiose ob j ect."

63

While architecture as theory tended towards the dematerial-
ization of mass, as in Laugier, or towards the surreality of
pure but useless form, as in Boul6e's idealization of the
sphere as the essence of the sublime, civil engineering pro-
ceeded to work upon nature and to subject, for the first time,
its untamed rvastes to a measured infrastructure of metaled
roads and embanked canals; to establish an extensive distri-
bution net in anticipation of the profound changes that were
about to occur in the overall means of production. Civil engi-
neering, which had hitherto concerned itself solely with forti-
fication, that is'with the protection of the city as the prime
reified object of civilization, now thrived as fabrication in
the provision of a sequence of successive regional infra-
structures-the processal public works of the road, canal and
railway eras of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Its
province was now no longer the bastions, counterscarps and
enfilades of its practice as part of architecture from the
thirteenth to the seventeenth centuries (fig. 5). From now
on its lingua f ranca was to be the embankments, cuttings,
locks, metalings, aqueducts, viaducts, bridges and dams; the
prerequisites of a universal system of distribution (fig.6).

Its triumphant technique not only outstripped the perform-
ance of traditional materials and methods, but also afiorded
a more explicit form of structural expression, a form in which
appearance was penetrated to reveal process. In a metaphori-
cal sense this may be seen as sfasls being permeated by
process, for while the traditional object of architecture was
to remain static, that of engineering had begun to exert
itself as a dynamic force. From now on architecture looks
to engineering for much of the substance of its symbolization,
and we are not entirely surprised to find a late neoclassical
architect, such as Karl Friedrich Schinkel, totally ignoring
contemporary architecture on his visit to England in 1826
and recording instead the major engineering achievements
of his time (fig. 7).

This split of engineering from architecture in 1747 was to
subtly undermine the object of architecture throughout the
19th century and to tentatively resolve itself in the early
20th century as a mode of building to be predicated on the
precepts of an economically determined functionalism. This
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Figure 8. Hannes Meyer,Hans
Wittwer, League of Nations entry,
1926-7. A systematic assembly of
modular components reminiscent of the
CrystalPalace. Meyer went out of his
way to ref er to this as his "building"
f or the League of Nations and to pro-
pose cladding the building in asbestos
cernent sheet rather than the tradi-
tional honorific mat er ial- s t one.
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Figure 9, Galerie d'Orleans, Paris.
Transuerse section through the first
arcade with a completely glazed roof
built to the designs of Fontaine in 1829.
As Walter Benjamin has pointed out,
ar chit e ctur e b e c o me s e n gine er in g
through the agency of iron in the seruice
of commodit y consumpt ion.

materialist position was aphoristically expressed in Hannes
Meyer's dictum of 1928, written while director of the Bau-
haus before the collapse of the Weimar Republic, that
". . . all things in this world are a product of the formula:
function times economics." He wrote in the same text,
deriving his position from the Proletarian culture of the
Russian Revolution, "All art is composition and hence un-
suited to a particular end. All life is function and therefore
not artistic. The idea of the composition of a dock is enough
to make a cat laugh, but how is a town plan designed or the
plan of a building? Composition or function? Art or life?
. . . Architecture as the embodiment of the architect's emo-
tions has no justification. Architecture as a continuous build-
ing tradition means being carried on the tide of building
history."E

It is clear that to be carried on the tide of building history
means to evoke the vernacular as a naturally evolving con-
junction of technique ar,d social need. It is to postulate first,
nature as manifest in the processes of applied science [i.e.,
engineeringl and then history as the socio-political determi-
nation of man-as the two irreducible determinants of
building. All unity is now seen to reside not in some pre-
ordained static ideal, as in antiquity, but in process itself, as
made manifest through the proliferation of rationalized tech-
nique in response to changing need. Hannes Meyer's design
for the League of Nations building of 7927, with its sys-
tematic modular assembly of components, clearly intends
little else but such a manifestation (fig.8).In this respect
one can hardly overlook its significant derivation as technical
method from Paxton's Crystal Palace.

The Crisis of 1851

Between 1830 and 1860, the sequential development of the
ferrovitreous arcade, the market shed, the exhibition hall
and the department store engendered a building typology
dedicated to serve the processes of consumption (fig. 9). At
this juncture engineering tended towards the spontaneous
creation of a totally unprecedented syntax of building,
wherein the essential modular technique of glass house con-
struction would come to be combined at mid-century with

the prefabricated process of the railway. The achievement 65
of Paxton's gargantuan greenhouse, to serve as a gigantic
intemational department store, could not have been realized
in the necessary space of four months had it not been for the
railway engineer Charles Fox, who was to be responsible for
all its ingenious connections and for the invention and super-
vision of its prefabricated modular assembly (fig. 10).

With the Crystal Palace, the question of "how" began, at a
public level, to take precedence over the issue of "what," the
latter being simplistically characterized in the critical words
of John Ruskin, ". . . as nothing but a large greenhouse." It
is of significance that its size, particularly in respect to its
length, was in no way limited by its form, for it could in
theory have been extended well beyond its symbolic length
of 1,851 feet. In short, the essence of the Crystal Palace
resided in its fabric as a process, its combination of pane,
sash bar, louvre, gutter, beam, truss and column, to be end-
lessly repeated and rearranged just like the components of
the railway system to which it was directly related. Paxton's
Palace was infinitely extendable and capable of limitless
permutation. Burton's proposal to reassemble its components
into a tower 1000 feet high to be served by steam elevators
(the vertical equivalent of the locomotive) testifies to the
intrinsic openendedness of its system (fig. 11). Clearly the
Palace would not in any classical sense of the word be said
to have been composed and indeed, had it not been for a last
minute outcry over tree preservation, it would have been
erected without its central transept-the one feature which
served to impart a certain fortuitous symmetry to its other-
wise undifierentiated facade.

The particular reversal that the Greal Exhibition represents
of the traditional hierarchic order of ends and means, merits
some examination since the consequence of such a reversal
is difierent in respect to the Palace itself and the objects it
contained. In both instances the "how" took precedence over
the "what," but with such difierent results that the dramatic
discrepancies to be found between the exhibition as building
and the exhibition as an array of objects demands some
explanation. This may be accounted for in the assigned
status of the objects involved, for whereas the former was
essentially the crystallization oI the primary system of pro-
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Figure 10. The pref abricated modular
assembly of the CrystalPalace in 1851
under the superuision of Charles Fox.
Note in particular the glazing wagons
lihe railroad cars used in the glazing
of theroof.

Figure 1 1. T he CrystaL Palace Re-
Assembled. In 1852, an architect named
Burton suggested, in anticipation of

Eifiel, that the paLace be re-erected as a
1,000 f oot high tower to be serued by
steam powere d eleu at ors.

Figure 12. The Great Exhibition of
1851; the machinery court displaying
ob jects of the same f ormal and f unc-
tional order as the building itself .
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F igure 1 3. T he Great E xhib ition of 1 8 5 1.
Most of the ob jects exhibited were
made f rom papier mdch 6. They Llere as
diuorced f rom the traditional materials
that they so successf ully simulated as
they were from the form and function of
the palace itself . A contemporary
description in the official catalogue
read: " I t is more fitting f or a corpse to
lie in state than a place of repose."

12

duction and distribution, identical in its paleotechnicity to 67
the cast iron lathes and the rolling stock that were displayed
within its machine hall, the later was the essentiaL end prod-
uct, the creation of an instant culture of consumption, the
provision of intimate artifacts for the theatrical establish-
ment of a totally new class (figs. 12 & 13).

It is hardly an accident that the phenomena of wholesale
ltitsch appearc exactly at this point of crisis, at this moment
of the department store, in 1860, when bourgeois civilization,
entering upon its first flood of affiuence, finds itself equipped
with a surplus of means over needs and is forced to create an
instant culture of its own-that outside sheer utility is
destined to lie suspended between the asceticism of produc-
tion (the Puritan ethos) and the comfort of consumption
(the heritage of license). As Herman Broch was to put it in
his essay on Kitsch of 1951,

The courtly tradition was predominately an aesthetic one:
its ethical conception was confined to set mystical por-
trayals of a God-willed hierarchy, to which, quite inde-
pendently of an enlightened rational skepticism, men had
to adjust with an attitude which was at once amused and
stoical; in return, they were entitled to make their lives a
work of art and to procure for themselves, by means of
unbridled debauchery of the senses and of the mind, all
the pleasures possible, including those of art. . . . The
bourgeois tradition on the other hand, had a fundament-
ally ethical stamp. In Protestant countries this was in-
fluenced exclusively by the ascetic Puritan-Calvinist ideal,
while in Catholic countries the parallel revolutionary
movement (which was also a protest against the libertin-
age of. the ancien regime) had made a virtue into a uni-
versal guiding principle. In both Catholic and Protestant
countries man was thus spurred on to put his great spirit
of sacrifice to the test-sometimes for love of the State,
sometimes for love of God. In both cases alike, this ethical
imperative was founded exclusively on reason, and in both
cases this was opposed to art and decoration, or at least
indifierent to them. The middle classes had to remain
absolutely faithful to their severe tradition, so as to be
able to make the distinction berween themselves and the
feudal aristocracy, seeing themselves as the c)ass destined
to come to power in its stead. . . . On the other hand the
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68 spirit of enlightenment was not to be quenched in the age
of industrialization, nor was it possible to restore the old
faith which had provided the incentive for asceticism. To
preserve this ascetic spirit, despite this, but without aban-
doning the rationalism of Libertinage was, therefore, the
insoluble question that the bourgeoisie had to solve."

The bourgeois world, deprived by its sudden triumph of
a traditional arena or time honored mode in which to ritual-
ize its power, display its wealth and realize its image was
forced by virtue of its inherent self-alienation to create an
instant culture of aristocratic pretensions or alternatively
to celebrate in liberal protest the lost tranquility of some
pre-industrial world wherein production was founded in the
communality of the medieaval Guild. In the first instance it
attempted to domesticate the aristocratic landscape oI lib-
ertinage, to tame the Baroque excesses of. the ancien regime.
In this connection the charade of constitutional monarchy
may be seen as the mise en scene for the ultimate bourgeois
fantasy. By the same token, as Broch has put it, ". . . the
middle classes deceived themselves by saying that they had
won a complete victory; throughout the nineteenth century
they pretended that they had inaugurated great art and de-
feated libertinage for ever."'"

All of the middle class that is save for its liberal thinkers,
architects and designers who were not so easily deceived and
who struggled in their critical confusion (even to thc extent
of falling into kitsch) against the ever overwhelming sea of
kitsch into which they were pathetically projected. The
connection between utilitarianism and kitsch can hardly be
overlooked. Jeremy Bentham's precept, ". . . the greatest
happiness of the greatest number" is surely sufficient justi-
fication for its perpetuation. At all events the Crystal Palace
was one vast emporium of kitsch, notwithstanding the utili-
tarianism of its structure and the machine functionalism of
some of its objects. No one was more aware of the crisis of
1851 than the German architect and liberal revolutionary
Gottfried Semper when he wrote with regard to the Great
Exhibition in his essay "Science, Industry and Art" of 1852
that,

Unremittingly, science enriches itself and life with newly
discovered useful materials and natural powers that work

miracles, with new methods and techniques, with new
tools and machines. It is already evident that inventions
no longer are, as they had been in earlier times, means for
warding off want and for helping consumption; instead
want and consumption are the means to market the in-
ventions. The order of things has been reversed. . . . For
speculation combines with means and presents us with
palatable benefits; where there are none, speculation cre-
ates a thousand useful things, large and small; when it can
no longer invent something new, long forgotten comforts
are revived. Borrowing its tools from science, it masters
the most difficult and troublesome tasks-the hardest por-
phyry and granite are cut like chalk and polished like wax,
ivory is softened and pressed into shapes, caoutchouc and
gutta percha are vulcanized and used to produce deceptive
imitations of carvings in wood, metal or stone, whereby the
natural aspects of the simulated materials are greatly
surpassed. Metal is no longer cast or embossed, but is
electrolytically deposited with hitherto unknown natural
powers. . . . The machine sews, knits, embroiders, carves,
paints, invades far into the domain of human art, and puts
every human skill to shame. . . The abundance of means is
the first serious danger with which art has to struggle. This
term is in fact a paradox (there is no abundailce of means,
but rather a lach of ability to master them), yet it is justi-
fied insofar as it correctly describes the absurdities of our
situation.

Later Semper was to write of machine production:
Where will the depreciation of material that results from
its treatment bv machines, from the substitutes for it, and
from so many new inventions lead? And where the depre-
ciation of labor, of paintings, of fine art, and furnishing,
which originates from the same causes? Of course, I am
not speaking of depreciation in price but rather of depre-
ciation in significance, in the idea. . . . How will time or
science bring law and order into this until now thoroughly
confused state of afiairs?"

Semper was not able to answer his rhetorical questions of
1852. He was to find no cure for the despair that he felt at
the prospect of the Great Exhibition. The crisis that he so
succinctly outlined was to remain unresolved both for him



and for all the subsequent lollowers of Pugin, Ruskin and
Morris-the many disciples of the English Arts and Crafts
reaction to the tide of industrial production. All the craft
guild revivals and the design reform movements were not to
prosper in their vain attempts to countervail the flood of
industrialism. Only the Deutsche Werkbund, founded in
1911 by Herman Muthesius, as a consortium of industrial-
ists and designers, had the remotest chance of success and
this intended in the last analysis (however deluded it might
have been) not the cultural, social and political reformism
of the Arts and Crafts movement, nor Muthesius' egali-
tarian world of gute f orm, but rather a further expansion in
Prussia's share of world trade. In the interirn William Mor-
ris, the socialist, had to resign himself to producing wall
papers and Pre-Raphaelite pseudo mediaeval fumishings
for the upper bourgeoisie-the industrial nouueau riche.
Morris' dream of a utopia rvhere wind and water would
once again be the only source of power, where the agrarian
commune would constitute the space of public appearance,
and where the guild would be the only source of work, food
and furnishing was not to be realized. As he was to put it
at the end of his life, with regard to the prospect of creating
a culturally valid architecture for the 19th century, an
architecture free from alienation, "The hope of our ignor-
ance has passed away. But it has not given place to the hope
born of knowledge.""

In the last analysis the overall crisis sufiered by architec-
ture after its mid-18th century divorce from engineering
turned as much on the initiation of comfort and domesticity
and on the flowering o{ social intercourse, as it did on those
transformations progressively efiected after 1750 in the
basic means of production. As Hannah Arendt has written,
"The astonishing florvering of poetry and music from the
middle of the 18th century until the last third of the 19th
century, accompanied by the rise of the novel, the only
entirely social art form, coinciding with a no less strihing
decline of all the more public arts, especially architecture,
is sufficient testimony to a close relationship between the
social and the intimate."'"

Even if largely determined by a mid-century escalation in
machine production and distribution, the proliferation of

kitsch after 1860 is nothing if it is not a social manifesta- 69
tion, which sought spontaneously to provide through its
pluralism of style that range of necessary fantasy for those
emerging classes, who would have otherwise been bereft of
style and who, in any event, irrespective of their status,
Iacked a fulfilling socio-cultural arena within which to reify
and exercise their status and imminent power.

Meanwhile, what was already making mass society difficult
to bear was not, to quote Hannah Arendt, ". . . the number
of people involved or at least not primarily, but the fact
that the world between them [had] lost its power to gather
them together, to relate and to separate them."" It is surely
this disintegration of the public realm that accounts for the
overriding concern oI 19th century thinkers, architects and
reformers for the recreation of a culturally viable commu-
nity in which the "space of public appearance" would be
brought into being after the manner of the ancient Greek
polis. Thus some form of pre-industrial social armature,
often conceived as an agrarian craft building, became the
hypothetical key to the recreation of a coherent and authen-
tic culture. Only this will account for the many socio-
cultural models, profiered during this period, from John
Ruskin's essay in political economy, his Unto this Last ot
7862 to Ebenezer Howard's Tomorrow: A Peaceful Path
to Real Ref orm of 1898, from Richard Wagner's The Art
Worlz of the Future of 1858 to Peter Kropotkin's Factories,
Fields andWorkshops of 1899.

Such propositions were particularly prevalent in England
and Germany where the specific vehicle adopted seems to
have varied according to endemic cultural predilections-
the garden city in an England that looked back nostalgi-
cally to a mythical yeoman past, the theatre in a Germany
that was still yearning for a dramatic means by which to
consolidate its national identity. Yet while men such as

Wagner directed the main thrust of their reforrnist zeal
towards an illusory space of public appearance, namely the
theatre, others fulfilled themselves more directly in the
formulation of the domestic environment as a total work of
art. In short, Wagnet's Gesanxtkunstwerk became the aes-
thetic model for a wholesale bourgeois retreat from the
barbarisms of an industrialized world. From Morris' Red
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F igure 1 4. V on S chlieft' en's " tirne table"
plan prior to I 9 1 4 , an upgrading of the
elder V on Molthe's " ruar by time table"
strategy of 1 87 0 in which V on Schlieff en
enuisaged the instant out-flanhing
conquest of Paris by feeding troop con-
centrations by rail, through Aqchen qnd
across Belgium into France. The incom-
plete execution of this plan established
the basis for afour yeor tror of attrition.

Namur

-, Llmlt o, Gorman rdvance! 5th Septembci I

f German advancer

14.

House, built at Bexley Heath in 1859, to Wagner's Tristan
und Isolde of the same date was but a step.

THE CRISIS OF 1918

The hypostasized triumph of 19th century production and
technique, formally expressed in the pom.pier manner of the
Paris exhibition of 1900, prevailed without interruption
until the outbreak of the First World War. With the erup-
tion of Von Moltke's so-called "time-table war" (wherein
both the railway and machine tool technology were to play
salient roles), industrial production and consumption ac-
quired a new and horrific meaning, namely the mass pro-
duction of death and the mass consumption of men. (Figs.
14,76,17) This holocaust, the first instance of "total war"
directly involving the civilian population, had the efiect of
bursting the bubble of late 19th century romanticism-the
largely private yet nonetheless xenophobic realms of the
Art Nouueau, the JugendstijL and the StiLe FLoreale. With
Lenin's seizure of the Winter Palace in St. Petersburg in
October 1917, the proud but fragile tower of the 19th cen-
tury bourgeois culture collapsed and with it, not only the
confident fi.n de siecLe celebration of the State-the mas-
querade of constitutional monarchy-but also the claustro-
phobic individualism of the exotic Gesamtkunstwerk. (Fig.
15)

It is the German and Russian experience this time to arrive
at "an architecture degree zero,"'" and the difierence of
their respective attitudes to this experience is of significance
in itself. Industrial production, now disrupted and in many
instances totally destroyed by the war, creates an austere
objectless world, a cultural hiatus wherein men hitherto
overwhelmed by the nightmare of industrialization may
briefly speculate on an alternative condition. For a moment
following the armistice of 1918 they are unencumbered by
the remorseless cycle of production and consumption; for
an instant they are activated by the extreme socio-economic
crises in which they are immersed, in Gerrnany by the Spar-
ticist Revolt of 1919, in Russia by the trauma of Civil War
lasting from 1917 to 1921. Bourgeois professionalism, so
painstakingly institutionalized throughout the 19th cen-
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F igure 1 5. Gesamt kuns t tterlz 1 89 8.
Furniture and dresses executed to the
designs of Henry uan deVelde. These
pieces were conceiued as integral to his
house and studio Bloemenrvert built in
Brussels in 1 896.

F igure 1 6.T anks en s6rie like Leuiathans
being led into the final stages of the
First WorldWar. The tank,lihe the

mqchine gun, personified and admin-
istered the mass production of death
and the mass consumption of men.

Figure 17. The heauy hardtuare of the
1914 timetable uar. A 420 mm.howitzer
dismantled f or rail trq.uel. From right
to left: the engine,the bed,the barrel,
the cradle , the mounting, the base and
the crane- Deliuering q shell weighing

nearly a ton, it uas efiectiueLy used to
demolish the f ortifications of Lidge.
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72 tury, momentarily loosens its cultural hold. For a brief
moment the mid-18th century division between architec-
ture and engineering loses its significance. Art now rises
into the ascendant as the potential embodiment of unalien-
ated value and the artist briefly re-emerges as the highest
form of the homo f aber.

In Germany where the owmership of the means of produc-
tion is left unchanged, the appeal of the reformist craft-
guild remains undiminished. It takes on, however, a fantastic
mystical form in which the values involved are anything but
bourgeois and utilitarian. In this guise it sponsors that par-
ticular spirit of exaltation and reform out of which the
Weimar Bauhaus is created, namely that movement known
as the Arbeitsrat fiir Kunst or Worker's Soviet for Art, cre-
ated in Berlin by Bruno Taut and Adolf Behne immediately
after the armistice of 1918. Germany is on the threshold of
a new social order at this time when soldiers and workers
in open rebellion constitute themselves into Arbeiter-und
Soldatenrcite and demand in consequence the Rcitesystem as

the foundation stone of a new constitution. It is this spirit
which permeates t}r,e Arbeitsrat filr Kunst. This much is
evident in Walter Gropius' introduction to an exhibition of
the Arbeitsrat fiir Kunsl in the Spring of 1919, a text which
anticipates word for word his inaugural Bauhaus address to
be made later in the same year: "We must want, imagine
and create the new architectural concept co-operatively.
Painters, sculptors, break down the barriers around archi-
tecture and become co-builders and comrades-in-arms
towards arts'ultimate goal; the creative idea of the cathedral
of the future (Die Zukunf tskathedrale) which will once more
encompass everything in one form-architecture and sculp-
ture and painting"" (fig. 18).

This Wagnerian call for a new religious building uniting all
men in their creative work was a reconstitution of the Pre-
Raphaelite drcam, but this time it lvas for obvious reasons
free of any literal dependence on traditional liturgy or form.
Being not appearance, spirit not ritual, became the main
drives of this impulse, and glass, the quintessence of trans-
parency and light, became the essential material for its
realization. Once again the prime image of the Enlighten-
ment, Iucidity, re-emerges as the touchstone of a new social

F igure 1 8. " T he C athedral of the
Futu,re," as imagined by LyonelFein-
inger in his woodcut couer to the first
Bauhaus proclamation of 19 1 9.
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order. Of this prospect Behne was to write in 1918, "It is
not the crazy caprice of a poet that glass architecture will
bring a new culture. It is a fact. New social welfare organi-
zations, hospitals, inventions or technical innovations and
improvements-these will not bring a new culture, but a glass
architecture will... .Therefore the European is right when
he fears that glass architecture might become uncomfortable.
Certainly it wiI be so. And that is not its least advantage.
For first of all the European must be wrenched out of his
coziness.""

This anarchic call for the transformation of culture through
an anti-bourgeois stoicism was well complemented by Taut's
fantastic vision of an Alpine Architektur rvherein existing
urban populations would have found themselves repatriated
to the land to live out their lives in totally artificial Alpine
environments, secured from the ravages of climate by a con-
tinuous membrane of glass. There they would have found
themselves grouped about a hypothetical Haus des Himmels
in the center of the settlement, rvherein according to Taut's
utopian vision, the u,ise men would be perpetually convened
for the purposes of governing the community (fig. 19). We
cannot casually dismiss this non-denominational religious
fantasy, this pseudo-anarchic return to William Morris' .l{o-
uhere, as the mere posturing of a socially concemed bour-
geois aesthete. Rather, rve must see in it a positive disillusion
with industrialization per se and a disgust with that intrin-
sically alienated system of r.alues that its processes had sup-
ported to the point of self destruction. By the same token
we cannot but recognize the negative delusion of positing an
unrealizable dream oI an Alpine Architehtur as a satisfactory
place of human habitation, or of a Haus des Himmels as
some mystical reconstituted "space of public appearance."
Escherving rationality, despairing of causality and logical
analysis as the proven handmaidens of a nihilistic instru-
mentality, Taut fell once again into the Romantic mode of
envisaging an arbitrary Nietschean hierarchy and with this
into the compulsive fallacy of bourgeois reformism, namely
its faith in the transformation of society through the creation
of an instant culture.

The situation in Russia immediately after the Revolution of
1917 was entirely difierent. The bourgeois world was sud-

denly terminated. The means of production, such as they 73
were, were definitively in the hands of the State. The immi-
nent era of State Capitalism, even with its incipient begin-
nings in the compromise of NEP of 7922, was hardly to be
foreseen. Within the urbanized populace the intrinsic rela-
tions obtaining between man and man and men and objects
now stood mutually and consciously transformed by a defini-
tive break in history.

For the Russian workers' Soviets, the space of public appear-
ance was no longer a fantastic Narodnih dream, as in Gro-
pius' Zukunftskathedrale or in Taut's Haus des Himmels,
but rather a living everyday reality. As Hannah Arendt has
written of the Russian rvorkers' Soviets of 1905 and lg17:

The councils, obviously, were spaces of {reedom. As such,
they invariably refused to regard themselves as temporary
organs of revolution and, on the contrary, macle all at-
tempts at establishing themselves as permanent organs of
government. Far from wishing to make the revolution
permanent, their explicitly expressed goal rvas "to lay the
foundations of a republic acclaimed in all its consequences,
the only government which will close forever the era of
invasions and civil wars;" no paradise on earth, no class-
less society, no dream of sociaiist or communist fraternity,
but the establishment of "the true Republic" was the "re-
rvard" hoped for at the end of the struggle. And what had
been true in Paris in 1871 remained truc for Russia in
1905. when the "not merely clcstructive but constructive,,
intentions of the first Soviets were so manifcst that con-
temporary witnesses "could sense the emergence of forma-
tion of a force which one day might be able tri ellect the
transformation of the State."''

Theoretically all objccts, u,hether utilitarian or not, now
stood oriented torvards the same teleology, namely the fun-
damental disalienation of all men. 1'he function of produc-
tion was no longer solcly the inverted process of consumption,
and objects rvhich had hitherto stood against the producers
as the product of labor to be appropriated by capital, now
embodied the very content of life ancl its necessary objectifi-
cation. Both 19th century NarodnLk reformism and bour-
geois utilitarianism now bccame mutually absorbed within
the object, ancl to this end the largely illiterate Soviet society



F igure 20 . M oscoto AgricuLturaL Pauil-
lion l932.Isuastia Kiosk designed by
A. Exter, A. GLadhou and I. Stenberg.
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Figure 79."Haus des HimmeLs," 7920.
Bruno Taut's Scheerbartian project f or
the center of anideal garden commune
as pubLished in the first issue of
Frtilicht. In the center is a coloured
crystal tempLe dedicated to the act of
spiritual assembly; to the lef t and right
are the houses of the poets and painters
respectiuely.
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provided the opportunity for the object to play a unique role
in the space of public appearance, since everything required
to be re-semanticized, as it were, in a situation where objects
and their contextual disposition, rather than the written
word, were to become the currency and the testament of the
people. As in mediaeval times, the disposition of an object
or a man in space now took on an informative role. By the
same token, as in the traditional Russian luboh ot icon, the
slogan and the image of an object became almost mutually
interchangeable, the word fusing into a sign while the object
by virtue of its simplification began to function as inscrip-
tion. At this juncture the most rudimentary open timber
scafiolding became capable of evoking the total constructive
intention of the Soviets, while soon after the Revolution of
1917, the block capital inscription of Lenin's name became
the immediate icon of the new socialist state (fig. 20).

None succeeded more forcefully in inventing a theoretical
superstructure for this process ol resemqnticization than the
Social Democrat Alexander Malinovsky, otherwise known as
Bogdanov (the God gifted), who was to abandon the Social
Democrats for the Bolsheviks in the revolutionary crisis of
1903 and to found, three years later, the organization for
Proletarian culture, otherwise known as tlne P rolet kult move-
ment. This movement was to dedicate itself to the regenera-
tion of culture through a new unity of science, industry and
art. The Proletleult was to afiord the collectivity a means for
transcending both traditional culture and its own production
into a new order of unity.

The traditional fields of art, architecture and engineering
now found themselves inundated and overrun by the world
of objects in action. Buildings were no longer hermetic fin-
ished compositions but rather aggregations of elements in
the process of being enacted. Their component parts were
not only signs of actual productive relationships, as in Pax-
ton's Crystal Palace, but also the context for more explicit
iconography and information. Equipped with flags, clocks,
searchlights, cinematic projectors, radio aerials, loudspeak-
ers, slogans and bill boards, they deliberately carried the
dialectic of socialism into the street. They constituted both
its manifest incarnation and its literal meaning (fig. 2l).
By the same token Proletkult furniture no longer optimized

Figure 21. Project for thePruvd.abuild-
ing in Leningrad, 1923 by A. L.V.
Vesnin. Architectonic f orm comple-
mented by searchlight, digital clock,
flag, loudspeaker, rotating bill board,
etc.
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76 cushioned comfort as in the upholstered interiors of late
19th century bourgeois affiuence but gave priority instead
to the use of unworked standard timber sections and therein
to the universal primitive nature of its production and to
its inherent potential for disassembly, mobility, conversion
and re-use (fi1. 22). Furniture was thus returned to its ety-
mological origins, as indicated by the French word meubles.
In essence it became indistinguishable from the demountable
set pieces or play machines of the agit prop stage, just as
the acrobatic slapstick routines of the circus became fused
into "agitatory" presentations of Western classical theatre.
Art, life, theatre, circus, cinema, and architecture now began
to be consciously merged into one continuum in which there
was no longer any self evident point of interruption. This
"art of the street," as it were, manifested itself most in-
tensely in the theatricalization of everyday life, in the agit
prop propaganda trains and boats designed by the ProLetkult
and in the "monumental plan" launched by the authorities
immediately after the Revolution, with the express purpose
of covering every available surface with slogans and abstract
icons representing the new order (fig. 23). All was process,
yet all was public. At the same time all the categories of the
old world momentarily ceased to have any significance. fn
the midst of hunger, crisis, civil war and political conflict
the whole of life had become a total work of art through an
emphasis on totality rather than on art. Overnight, fine
artists vehemently abandoned their traditional calling and
diverted their entire creative energies to the field of applied
art. These men became preoccupied with the design of light,
collapsible furniture, with the fumishing of durable worker,s
clothing, and with the design of more efficient pieces of equip-
ment. Something of their essential position may be gleaned
from the rhetorical polemic of the Program of the Product-
iuist Group which concluded with the words, ,,Down with
Art! Long live the Technic! Religion is a lie! Art is a lie!
Down with guarding the traditions of art! Long live the
constructivist technician! ",,

The post-war cultural impact of 1g18, which was first a
triumph and then a debacle, remains with us today, and the
way in which we still experience its efiect merits some exami-
nation. There is no question but that the whole object of
modern design received its basic paradigm via the Bauhaus

of 1923 from the Proletarian Culture of the Russian Revolu-
tion. For although much of the origin of modern function-
alism lies embedded in the utilitariansm of the 19th century,
its elevation into a value and a sign-as the ding an sich ol
human culture-is the prime contribution of the Proletkult
of the early Russian Soviets. In a sense it is this essence that
the Bauhaus assimilated and "translated" into the product
design ethos of the mid-20th century.'"

This origin more than anything else may go far towards ex-
plaining the perennial incompatibility that obtains between
rigorous modern design and the world in which we live. For
whereas the one presupposes, despite its subtle reabsorption
into the production cycle, some pre-determined state of
scarcity or of homeostatis (where objects are not produced
for the purpose of their instant consumption), the latter re-
mains in or alternatively has regressed into, a state where the
possibilities of an unalienated culture have been vitiated
either by bureaucratic loss of nerve in the East or by "admass
sonambulism" in the West. Where the former presupposes
some sterile orthodoxy divorced from life, the latter predi-
cates the apparent and deceptive pluralism of kitsch. In both
instances the common crisis indicates a crisis of identity and
power: the failure of the center to know who it is or by what
ultimate right it rules; the failure of the periphery to know
not only its own historical identity but also to understand
why it is ruled and to what end. As Hannah Arendt reminds
us, the triumph of 1789 caused the bourgeoisie to acquire
the trappings of the deposed aristocracy and to imitate their
noble style of life. By something of the same token the revo-
lutionaries of 1917 fell into the simulation of the bourgeois
state and culture they had previously overthrown; as a di-
rect means of asserting and maintaining the legitimacy of
their absolute power.

The constructivist technician may well have failed the Revo-
lution through his failure to acknowledge the reality of such
psychological dependency or, more seriously, through his
technical incapacity or through his inability to realize that a
rhetoric of technique must perforce give way to the struggle
to transform an underdeveloped economy into a modern
industrial state. Conversely, one may argue that the party
bureaucrat failed the Revolution in as much as he could not



Figure 22.Varuqra Stepanoua's de-
mountabLe set pieces f or Meyerhold's
1922 production of Tarelkin's Death.
These pieces,together uith the qctor's
oueralLs, characterized the " productiu-
ist" approachto the direct fabricatioru
of no madic Proletkult f ur nishin g s.

Figure 23 . An agit prop train in action
in 1919, the word and image of the
Reuolution being carried to an illiterate
populace. The mouie camerq,is already
featured in the decor of the train as
the inf ormational channel of the imme-
diate future.
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7 8 permit the participatory culture of tine P roLetfr ult to continue,
particularly as it was predicated on its own spontaneous
space of public appearance. In the name of power and secur-
ity he needed instead to assert art as the codification of
disciplinary values oriented not towards the evolution of a
more human way of life but rather towards the statistical
determination ol productive behaviour, the paradigm of the
Stahhanouite.

Within this historical paradox the basic crisis of a teleology
re-emerges not only for architecture but for the orientation
of human culture as a whole. Bogdanov was more than fully
aware of this problem when, as James Billington has written:
"In the manner of Saint Simon, rather than Marx, Bogdanov
argued that the destructive conflicts of the past would never
be resolved without a positive new religion; that the unifying
role once played in society by a central temple of worship
and religious faith must now be played by the living temple
of the proletariat and by a pragmatic socially oriented
philosophy'empirion-ism."' 27

As we rush headlong into the reverberating crisis of the
future, it becomes increasingly clear that what transpired in
Russia in 1918 determined both the predicament and cul-
tural threshold of all that we have subsequently experienced
as men set within the raceway of the 20th century. With
Bogdanov architecture arrived at a 'degree zero' from which
it has not been possible to return despite the lzitsch con-
sumerism of much of the building in which we are largely
destined to live out our lives. It stood then at the threshold
of a promise that remains unresolved. With its commitment
to advancing the proletariat on three parallel fronts, the
political, the economic and the cultural, it posited culture as

a space of public appearance in itself. To Lenin's outrage
it postulated the cultural as a formative element equal to the
jurisdiction of the party. It advocated the social determina-
tion of the environment as the very substance and meaning
of human culture. It implied a continuum of objects reduced
to their non-fantasized significance; to their intrinsic mean-
ing in relation to society as a whole. At one level function-
alism for the Proletkult meanl that things were not produced
in order to be consumed, at another it committed itself to
production as some ultimate end. In this it participated in

the dilemma that still bedevils both East and West, namely
how one may escape the endless cyclical chain of means and
ends without admitting to any telos or end in itself-or to
put it another way, how one may determine any final form
without having a model of some ultimate state. One may ap-
preciate all too clearly why Bogdanov was preoccupied with
the idea of a new religion; with the challenge of interjecting
some ultimate ideal into the spectrum of materialism.

The crisis of 1918 was the crisis of architecture in as much as

men acknowledged for the first time that there was no escape

from the processes of history, that the unity of antiquity was
Iost forever and the production without end, without any
limiting theory of material and spiritual need presupposed a
limitless consumption-the never ending fantasmagoria of
kitsch. Today, we are caught up within an ideology of waste,
whereof as Hannah Arendt has written: "In our need for
more and more rapid replacement of the worldly things
around us, we can no longer afiord to use them, to respect
and preserve their inherent durability, we must consume,
devour, as it were, our houses and furniture and cars as

though they were the good things of life which would spoil
uselessly if they are not drawn swiftly into the never ending
cycle of man's metabolism with nature. It is as though we
had forced-open the distinguishing boundaries which pro-
tected the world, the human artifice from nature, from the
biological processes which surround it, delivering and aban-
doning to them the always threatened stability of a human
world""' (figs.24 &25).

In this passage architecture as opposed to cyclical produc-
tion is revealed by Arendt as being fully contingent on the
preservation of a truly political realm at an efiective scale,
since rationality itself, i.e., rational truth or as Habermas has
characterizedit, purposeful rational action, in no way guar-
antees the appearance of the human world upon which archi-
tecture reflexively depends.'' For lacking an ultimate end,
lacking the metaphysical unity of antiquity or of Christen-
dom, lacking above all even the possibility of a scientific
determination of needs, architecture can only be predicated
ultimately on the political arena. In this respect it becomes
increasingly apparent that the only way in which our self
consuming ideology of waste will be overcome and architec-



Figure 24. Andy WarhoL. "Saturday
Disaster," 1964. Almost all of Warhol's
worh has carried as its ouert content q,n

elip t ical co mment ar y on the cultur al
r ealit y of W e s t ern indus tr ialize d
society. His ambiguous attitude to
Americq,n pLuralism,his f eeling f or mass
production and the American way of
death q,re constantly returned to in his
work. Hence his "Saturday Disaster"

which aestheticizes the 1 ,800,000
people who haue been kiLled in auto-
mobiLe or related accidents since the
first ModeLT Ford.

Figure 25. Automobile production,
1959. A 10-day stoclz pile of body
f rames stacked outside the Ford Rouge
Riuer plant in Dearborn, Michigan.
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80 ture redeemed is through the participatory democratic de-
termination of the nature of our environment. The alterna-
tive is to remain subject to that which Arendt has described
as the most tyrarmical government of all, namely, the gov-
emment of nobody-the totalitarianism of technique.
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News from the Realm of No-where
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Since the beginning of the 19th century 83
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84 The social edifice then hqs been q,bandoned: the crowd has
burst into the wood-yard. Columns, capitals and plinths,
wood, stone and metal haue been distributed in portions and
drawn by lot and,with all these mqterials collected f or a mag-
nificent temple an ignorant and barbarous property has
built huts. The worh, before us then is not only to recouer the
plan of the edifice, but to dislodge the occupants who mqin-
tain that their city is superb qnd at the uery mention of
restoration appear in buttle array at their gates.,

Pierre Joseph Proudhon
1848

The almost universal predilection of mankind to live in huts,
where it might have had palaces, has always embarrassed
and frustrated architects and architecturally minded uto-
pians. Proudhon's image of the crowd dismembering the uto-
pian ideal of community referred in his time to the death of
phalanstery; today the image of the architect attempting
forlornly to breach the walls of populist suburbia is equally
telling. In essence the problem revealed by Proudhon's sce-
nario is of the conflict between "ordered" ideal and "dis-
orderly" reality, between utopia and existence, and the
dichotomy has always been of especial interest to architects
and planners who have ever tended to solve real problems
with the aid of ideal solutions.

Time and again, the intransigence and incomprehension of
society in the face of holistically structured plans for its
redemption has confounded the omnipotence of architects.
Ledoux found it almost impossible to believe that his mag-
nificent toll-gates for Paris should have become the target of
revolutionary fury in the days before the storming of the
Bastille; rather than recognize that toll-gates, however
splendid or idealized in their forms as centers of recreation
for the community, are in the end read as toll-gates, he pre-
ferred to characterize the mob as barbarous and short
sighted. All Fourier hoped for was a single individual with
capital who would help finance the new social world of Har-
mony. Puzzled by the apparent reticence of princes and in-
dustrialists to come forward out of self interest to found the
experimental community, he nevertheless returned at noon



Figure 1. In the mid-lSth century,
Laugier's representation of the muse of
architecture turning back to a more
naturaL, primitiue model-the " small
rustic hut" -established a type f orm f or
R ous seaue s que naturaLism.

to his lodgings every day of his life in order to await the
saviour. His followers lost their fortunes, their reputations,
their Iiberty and sometimes their sanity in attempts to show
even the smallest group of individuals the benefits of har-
monious association under one roof. Jeremy Bentham, with
a difierent version of social utopia, ceaselessly petitioned a
continually resistant government to set up the universal Pan-
opticon. Saint-Simon dreamed of canals and roads, and told
unheeding industrialists and technocrats, politicians and ad-
ministrators of their mutual interests in social progress; his
followers invested in railroads and boulevards trying to es-
tablish universal communication. Powerful visions of social
idealism indeed, and seemingly blind to their obvious defeat.

For obvious their defeat was, probably as soon as each doc-
trine had been developed, and certainly by 1848. Proudhon
himself had announced the end of utopianism, the positivists
of the eighteen-twenties and thirties had never recognized
it on their map of progress, and Marx and Engels confirmed
its demise in the categories of social thought presented in
the Communist Manifesto. In practice, most of the communi-
ties set up under the inspiration of the utopians had failed
to sustain community life for more than a few years, and the
architectural determinism implied by their builders had like-
wise failed to stimulate social bonds where mutual interest
had collapsed. The very word utopia was beginning to take
on the characteristics of abuse, fear and hatred that it pro-
voked among intellectuals and workers alike. Eugene Sue,
novelist and politician, a Fourierist at heart and a realist in
his novels, depicted the downfall of phalanstery in similar
terms to Proudhon, but with the distinct difference that
whereas Proudhon seemed to moum the death of the ideal -
an architect standing before the ruins of his grand scheme -
Sue is prepared to understand more sympathetically the
motives and needs of those who would attack utopia, as well
as the evident benefits accruing to those who make utopia
work for them. In his novel, The Wandering Jew, Sue pre-
sents the scene of idyllic peace reigning in the community
set up on Fourieristic principles by an enlightened factory
owner, M. Hardy. The Communal Dwelling-house is de-
scribed in loving detail:

the rising sun bathed in light this imposing mass of build-
ings, situated a league from Paris, in a gay and salubrious
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Figure 2. By the mid-19th century, with
the impossibility of retrieuing the
Golden Age finally demonstrated, DaLy
seats Architecture on q, steam engine
called Progress, mouing toward u
sunlit future where architecture at least
can see the possibility of making
l'art nouveau.
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locality, from which were visible the woody and pictur-
esque hills. Nothing could be plainer and yet more cheerful
than the aspect of the Common Dwelling-house of the
workmen. Its slanting roof of red tiles projected over white
walls, divided here and there by broad rows of bricks,
which contrasted agreeably with the green color of the
blinds on the first and second stories. These buildings,
open to the south and east, were surrounded by a large
garden of about ten acres, partly planted with trees and
partly laid out in fruit and kitchen-gardens.

Seemingly a fairy-tale community in a fairy-tale setting, yet,
as Sue took care to emphasize, neither totally utopian, nor
completely without merit: this hermetic society, enclosed by
its gardens and high walls, was in fact set up "to bestow on
a considerable number of human creatures an ideal prosper-
ity compared with the frightful, almost homicidal doom to
which they are generally condemned." A utopia, however,
which necessarily left a far more considerable number out-
side its walls and deprived of its benefits. The eighteenth
century vision of utopia, as asylum harboring those who de-
sire to escape from their society - the Ledoux ideal of a
"world within a world" - is now being turned inside out and
shown as the castle defending the riches of a privileged class
and preventing their general distribution. The workers out-
side M. Hardy's establishment could hardly fail to draw
painful comparisons between their miserable condition and
the comfort and ease enjoyed by those inside. In the end they
were bound to be the unconscious instruments of destruc-
tion, breaking down the walls, smashing the machines and
putting the commune to fire; in Sue's perception the act was
inevitable and in no way reflected ill on the character of the
workers either inside or out. In other circumstances all would
be worthy citizens, industrious and moral.

Perhaps ultimately it was such ambiguity, such inability
either to discount the value of utopia or to be blind to its
problems, that led to the survival of communitarian dreams
for the next century; certainly it would be difficult to be en-
tirely cynical about the motives of those idealists-turned-
realists who ingenuously adumbrated paternalism and self
interest with phalanstery under the guise of public housing.
Architects like Cesar Daly, one of the inner circle of Fourier's
disciples, designer of the first experimental phalanx and close

friend of Victor Considerant, and who apparently turned 87
away from idle dreams of harmony when he established the
highly professional Reuue Gdndrale de l'Architecture in1840,
was in fact active in the Fourierist movement until his death,
corresponding with the members of the 6cole andsupporting
numerous attempts to establish the phalanstery. We should
then look for utopianism in a less overt form in the pages of
the Reuue and similar journals (an explicit socialism would
hardly be acceptable in a serious professional enterprise de-
manding wide circulation); the political stance of Daly's
magazine remains on the level of an unassailable and uncon-
troversial humanitarianism. The utopian impulse is in the
end absorbed and developed through the medium of a recon-
stituted prof essionalism. A professionalism that on the sur-
face interests itself solely in the "progress of the art" on
aesthetic and technological levels and accepts a social role
simply by accepting the responsibility for building for the
whole of the social order. Yet implicit in the very idea of
aesthetic progress was, of course, the corresponding progress
of society; implicit in the idea of a new art was the idea of a
new society. A century before, Laugier had represented the
muse of architecture turning back to a more natural, primi-
tive model - the "small rustic hut" - establishing a type
form for Rousseauesque naturalism; now, in 1848, the im-
possibility of retrieving the Golden Age finally demonstrated,
the irrepressible Daly seats Architecture on a steam engine
called Progress swiftly moving toward a sunlit future out of
the night of the dead past,. With "respect for the past,liberty
in the present and faith in the future," architecture at least
can see the possibility of making l'art nouueau; perhaps so-
ciety will follow in its wake. With hopes for political reform
largely in abeyance, with the potential for revolution appar-
ently far in the future, social idealism can be exercised in the
construction of a new aesthetic order and political activism
sublimated in the building of public works.

It might seem paradoxical that under the guise of art uto-
pianism could flourish and generate attitudes that in their
turn would become the controlling structures of twentieth
century architecture and urbanism; that in the face of denial
and unrelenting criticism the real.m of no-place should have
remained such a seductive paradigm, and yet this condition
has by no means been confined to architectural thought.



88 "God forbid," cried Bacon, "that we should give out a dream
of our own imagination for a pattem of the world" - reason,
calm inductive enquiry and observation is enough for man,
who is after all no more than the servant and interpreter of
nature; still it was Bacon who then proceeded to draw up
one of the most archetypal of utopias, the Neru Atlantis, a
formulation of social progress that in his own words was "a
model more vast and high than can possibly be imitated."'
Its extreme utopian characteristics were savagely satirized
in the next century by Swift in his description of Laputa in
the third book of Gulliuer's Trauels; its high scientific pur-
pose was emulated by Condorcet and Saint-Simon and
became the credo of the Polytechnicians of the nineteenth
century. It was, after all, one of the destinations of Daly's
architectural train. And what of Proudhon, who steadfastly
refused to erect a new utopian doctrine, who believed that
"if the present finds few defenders, the disgust with utopia
is no less universal"; did not Proudhon find himself drawn to
the paintings of Courbet as much for their depiction of rural
virtues and peasant values (the utopia of Retif de la Bre-
tonne) as much for their implied connection with "social
realism"? Art itself, for Proudhon the anti-utopian, was the
very means of its realization: "an idealistic representation of
nature and of ourselves with an eye toward the physical and
moral perfectioning of our species." Thus the particular apt-
ness of his metaphor: confronted by the onslaught of the
crowd, the dismantling of his ideal, the architect has in the
end to be true to his utopian mission. The recovery of the lost
plan of the Social Edifice, the expulsion of the populace from
their self-made city, and the re-building of social unity
through unities of dwelling has become an almost unques-
tioned common-place of architectural endeavor to the pres-
ent, each generation re-defining the outward form of the
social palace according to prevailing ideas ol L'art nouueau
and accepting the inherent utopianism with remarkable
equanimity.

For Charles Fourier the problem of defining the new archi-
tecture appropriate to the future society of harmony resided
in the obvious fact that since the architecture of any society
is formed by that society, and since harmony was not yet in
existence, it was a logical impossibility to preconceive its
forms. He consistently held to this premise, believing that

architecture is the mirror of a social structure, and that each
social form achieves its eventual embodiment in environ-
mental form; it rvas left to his followers to actually draw the
Phalanstery as a socialist version of Versailles. All Fourier
could do was to create a model of the possible harmony and
illustrate it with a description of its own appropriate archi-
tecture. Once established, it would be for the social com-
munity itself to develop its shelter by trial and error. But in
the utopianism of the later nineteenth century and early
twentieth the equation between society and architecture has
been reversed; we find the feeling that if you once managed
to build the architectural form of a new community, the
inhabitants of the form would by some process of adaptation
begin to follow its dictates - the architecture itself would be
the agent of social change. Now this shift in thought might
very well be attributed to the frustration and impatience of
architects confronting a political impasse, especially around
1848; objects are more easily controlled than people. This
would, however, hardly account for the extraordinary stay-
ing power of the myth of environmental redemption, and
unless we are willing to dismiss the urban visions of the
modern movement as the fantasy worlds of minds retreating
Irom reality, political impotence remains at best a partial
explanation.That is, if we are to read LaVille Contemporaine
and LaViLle Radieuse as serious propositions advanced in all
seriousness to address a major social problem, we have to
admit that the idea of architecture shaping and controlling
society has taken over almost completely. And here we find
the modern movement adumbrating its reinterpretation of
community utopia with yet another utopia of eighteenth
century descent-that inversion of phalanstery, the Bentha-
mite Panopticon.

Ostensibly a harmless poor-house for the charitable relief of
the indigent, in its time considered a radically reformist idea,
the Panopticon was conceived by Bentham as the universal
panacea:

Morals reformed - health preserved - industry invigo-
rated - instruction diffused - public burthens lightened

- economy seated as it were upon a rock - the gordian
knot of the Poor Laws not cut, but untied - all by a sim-
ple idea in Architecture!

This simple idea in architecture, the idea of planning a struc-



Figure 3. At the end of the 18th
century, Bentham conceiued of his
Panopticon as the uniuersal panacea.
Its essential m.essage has been clearLy
heqrd throughout modern times:
change the enuironment and you
change the society: ergo, enuisage a
perfect society, design qnd build its
architecture, and the one will control
the other. W hiLe attitudes toward

reform haue changed radically ouer the
Last two centuries, the architects of the
first quarter of this century neuertheless
f ound common ground withBentham.
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90 ture that would act as a control mechanism for its inhabi-
tants, was, in Bentham's terms, "a new mode of obtaining
power of mind over mind, in a quantity hitherto without ex-
ample, and that to a degree equally without example." "Such

- the engine," Bentham concludes, "such is the work that may
be done with it." Architecture in the machine age has itself
become another machine with defined functions, designed
according to specification and operating according to rules of
performance. Its occupants have little choice - they inevi-
tably become working components of the machine. Bentham
wonders whether a society of machines is in fact the ideal he
erects: he quickly dismisses such problematic doubts by
applying his happiness principle. "CaIl them monks," he
writes, "call them soldiers, call them machines: so they were
but happy ones I should not care."'i

If this smacks of totalitarianism, it is true that the Panopti-
con was first conceived as the ideal prison, and later applied
universally to almost every institutional structure; it is also
true that attitudes toward reform have changed radically
over the last two centuries, but the essential message has
been clearly heard throughout modern times - change the
environment, you change the society; ergo, envisage a perfect
society, design and build its architecture, and the one will
control the other. So obvious was this simple architectural
idea, useful for "any sort of establishment in which persons
of any descriptiorrare to be kept under inspection" (that in-
cluded, for Bentham, prisons, poor-houses, houses of indus-
try, work-houses, manufactories, mad-houses, lazarettos,
hospitals and schools), that its author marvelled,

Considering the extensive variety of purposes to which
this principle may be applied, and the certain efficacy
which, as far as I can trust my own conceptions, it prom-
ises to them all, my wonder is, not only that this plan
should never have hitherto been put in practice, but how
any other should ever have been thought of.

If University College, London, has found it difficult to exor-
cise the spirit of Bentham, modern architectural utopianism,
has, albeit unconsciously, demonstrated the indestructibility
of his architectural principles. Indeed the architects of the
first quarter of this century would find common ground with
Bentham even in the aesthetic principles of Panopticon, prin-
ciples that stem directly from its definition of functional re-

quirements: summarized, and ranked in order of importance,
they read,

HEALTH; depending on freedom from damp, facility of
uentilation,security against the spread of infection, thence,
occasional faculty of separation.
COMFORT; depending on exemption from excessive cold,
heat, bad smells, noise and obseruation of superiors when
not necessary.
INDUSTRY; depending on size, form, dimensions and
lightsomeness of the wholebuilding andof each apartment,
according to the nature of the business carried on in it,
cornpactness (i.e. distance between apartment and apart-
ment throughout-the shorter the better).
MORALITY in as far as it depends upon DISCIPLINE;
for the perfection of which there should be uniuersal
transparency.6

Thus, as with contemporary elementarism, health, comfort
and privacy depend almost entirely on efficient air-changes,
heating and cooling, separation of one activity from another
by isolation, all defined negatively (that is, as minimal
standards). Industry-the code word for social activity-
depends on saving time by saving distance and on proper
day-lighting conditions. Finally, morality (dependent on
discipline) is to be ensured by universal transparency of the
most literal kind. The inspection principle, "simultaneous
inspectability at all times," operates efficiently when all can
be seen: perhaps the ideal oI a glass archttecture, of the open
plan, is the final democratization of inspection.

Thus, at its inception, the architecture of utilitarian func-
tionalism was infused with moral determinism and utopian
fervor; in retrospect its formal principles - transparency,
elementarism, machine imagery, economy, technological
utopianism-seem not so innocent, nor so purely liberating
as the creators of the new spirit would have had us believe.
The control of the social mind was in the end the aim of most
urban utopias of the twenties however beneficent the ex-
pected results. Radiant the city was, but it was also pan-
optical-if not in the conscious mind of its creator, certainly
as a received image for society at large. Those ever prescient
creators of dystopia, Wells and Zamiatin, spelt out its true
message long before the architects conceived its typical
forms. fn one of his greatest anti-utopian novels, When the



Slee,oer Wahes, Wells described the familiar situation of the
hero wakening after a trance Iasting two centuries in the
twerrty-first century; his estate has grown to envelop half
the rvorld, his managers control the blue clad inhabitants as

servrants of an advanced technology. The new city is a three
dimensional infra-structure of services and transportation
routes: all is air-conditioned, cool, white, translucent-the
Golclen Age of the machine. But this was perfection in.out-
warcl form only:

Here was no utopia. The ancient antithesis of luxury,
w:rste and sensuality on the one hand and abject poverty
on the other, still prevailed. And not only were the build-
ings oI the city gigantic and the crowds in the street gigan-
tir:, but the voices in the ways, the very atmosphere, spoke
of gigantic discontent.'

The crowd is again at the gates: Sue had shown it in micro-
cosnl, now Wells saw the machine panopticon destroyed in a
simillar way. Always the problem of the crowd, muttering,
gathering in the ways, roaring and then breaking and burn-
ing. How could the flaneurs resist? Their transparent arcades
werer fragile and hardly bastions of power. In Zamiatin's We
oI 7924, on the other hand, the masters have finally gained
control: the city, giant, grey, gridded and numbered, is pro-
tected from nature, and thus from the appeal of freedom by
the green belt par excellence-the Great Green Wall. If the
inhabitants find their role as machine robots not to their
liking there is always lobotomy to serve the purpose of creat-
ing lrappiness. As Le Corbusier aptly epitomizedthe problem
in the final chapter of that most traditional of architecttrral
theories, Vers une architecture: architecture or revolution.

Now it may seem that the pathology of modern architec-
ture expounded above conclusively establishes the death
of a nineteenth century vision of progress confronting the
realities of twentieth century social awareness, much in the
same way that Marx and Engels proclaimed the death of
utopian socialism and the birth of a scientific kind. And yet,
arch.itects, planners and politicians continue to present us
with images, postulations, predictions for a new urbanism
and architecture that will, despite all past experience, qt last
provide a vehicle for salvation. System designers and engi-
neers dream of a world so rationally ordered as to allow of no
evil-mechanisms of planning innocent of any ulterior motive

of political or economic interest-while romantics, poets and 91
many architects beside, propose arcologies and dymaxion
synergies that will once and for all solve the world problem
with antique architectural splendor. So desparate seems the
need for such visions of a possible future that the wordutopia
itself, fallen into disrepute among positivists and idealists
alike following the strictures of Marx, has become not only
fashionable but legitimate. The very word has radical chic-
it supplants "structuralism" last year and "systems theory"
the year before and it is the secure province of the avant-
garde.

Perhaps we would have no quarrel with such a movement in
ideas, a movement supported by emerging "sciences" of
futurology and prediction, if we could be certain that the
utopianism it embodies is of the critical kind, the kind that
is of value because it attacks every principle of existing
society and recognizes, in the present, tendencies that are
yet undefined and indistinct; if we could see in it the attempt
to work out, like a Fourier, the critical structure for a state
of existence that does not exist, as an anti-paradigm for
observing the present. As it is, we see only the exhausted
projections of idealistic systems created in the nineteenth
century as means of allowing the existing structure of power
and interest to absorb and in some cases adopt their premises.
Thus, ever since the now famous study by Boguslaw, The
New Utopians, utopian thinking whether past or present,
has become almost synonymous with the act of model making
or of systems design, undertaken by the operations research-
er, the systems engineer or even the sociologist. A utopian
theory, a literary or architectonic utopia, or even a mildly
philosophical observation on the possible nature of social
order, are immediately characterized as models of social and
environmental systems: they are invested with objectives,
goals and missions; what they are supposed to do is called a
performance requirement; they suffer, like most systems, from
inputs, outputs and constraints; if they are tried out in prac-
tice, feedback may even be observed. In such a manner has
the contemporary researcher overcome his inherent distrust
of things sgbjective, things critical, and his fear of myth,
fable, allegory, satire and fairy-story. In the time of Fourier
and Sade, such speculations were at least recognized for the
subversive objects they were, and immediately consigned to



92 the mad-houses of Charenton. Now they are absorbed by
being accredited the proper objects of disinterested research.
Either this, or else the utopia, is acceptable anyway: non-
critical and phantasmagoric, it threatens no one, and may
even support many. We remember those German idealists
chatactenzed by Marx, "whose speculative cobwebs, embroi-
dered with the flowers of rhetoric, steeped in the dew of sickly
sentiment" served to wonderfully increase the sale of their
goods amongst the public.
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94 In the last twenty years the production of "theories" of
architecture and design has dramatically accelerated in a
way that emphasizes the particular role of architectural
theory as it has been continuously developed over five cen-
turies. The function of these "theories," now as always, has
been to adapt architecture to the needs of Western social
formations,' serving as the connection between the overall
structure of a society and its architecture.' In this way archi-
tecture has been modified to respond to changing social de-
mands; architecture thereby becoming assimilated to society
through "theoretical" operations. The corresponding changes
introduced by "theory" into architectural practice serve to
perpetuate the basic structure of the society and at the same
time maintain architecture itself as an institution within
Western social formations.'

In a previous article'we established the process of produc-
tion of knowledge as a theoretical project which is aimed
neither at adapting architecture to the "needs" of the social
formations nor to maintaining the architectural institution
as we know it. At this juncture one is concerned with theory
in a strict sense, as opposed to the adaptive "theory," which
we call ideology.

Ideology can be seen as a certain set of representations and
beliefs - religious, moral, political, aesthetic - which refer
to nature, to society and to the life and activities of men in
relation to nature and society. Ideology has the social func-
tion of maintaining the overall structure of society by induc-
ing men to accept in their consciousness the place and role
assigned to them by this structure. At the same time it works
as an obstacle to real knowledge by preventing both the con-
stitution of theory and its development.

Its function is not to produce knowledge but to actively set
itself against such production. Ideology in a way alludes to
reality, but it only offers an illusion of this reality.' The
summation of Western architectural "knowledge" in its
entire range, from commonpiace intuition to sophisticated
"theories" and histories of architecture, is to be recognized
as ideology rather than as theory. This ideology has explicitly
claimed to serve the practical needs of society, by ordering
and controlling the built environment. Nevertheless, we hold

that the underlying function of this ideology is in fact the
pragmatic one of both serving and preserving the overall
structure of society in Western social formations. It serves
to perpetuate the capitalist mode of production, and archi-
tectural practice as part of it. Thus, even if ideology afiords
knowledge of the world, it is a certain knowledge, which is
limited and distorted by this overriding function.

We propose that there is a need for a theory, which should
be clearly distinguished from the adaptive "theory" or, what
we call here architectural ideology. fn these terms architec-
tural theory is the process of production of knowledge which
is built upon a dialectical relationship with architectural
ideology; that is, it grows out of this ideology and at the same
time is in radical opposition to it. It is this dialectical relation-
ship which distinguishes and separates theory from ideology.

In opposition to ideology, we propose a theory of architec-
ture, which is necessarily placed outside ideology. This
theory describes and explains the relationships between
society and the built environments of difierent cultures and
modes of production.c The theoretical work uses as its raw
material no real or concrete things but beliefs, notions and
concepts regarding these things. These notions are trans-
formed by means of certain conceptual tools, the consequent
product being knowledge of things.? Architectural ideology,
considered as part of a bourgeois society and culture, pro-
vides part of the raw material on which the conceptual tools
must be brought to work.

The relationships between theory and ideology might be
viewed as a continuous struggle where ideology defends a
type of knowledge whose major efiect is the preservation of
existing social systems and their institutions, rather than the
explanation of reality. There have been many examples in
history of this relationship. Ptolemy's theory of the universe,
which corroborated Biblical texts, was supported by the
Church for centuries against any other models which could
explain more accurately the same reality. In opposition,
Copernicus' theory was the result of a conceptual mutation
within such an ideology. He literally destroyed Ptolemy's
notion of geocentrism, and he separated his theory from this
ideology by "projecting the earth into the skies."' In return,



the condemnation of Copernicus by the Church through its
attempt to suppress a new concept of the world where man
was no longer the center of the world, and where the Cosmos
was no longer ordered around him, shows another aspect of
this struggle. The theoretical ideology, which originally
opposed the Copernican conception, finally absorbed it to re-
accommodate the theoretical structure. In this process of
dialectical relationship between theory and ideology two
difierent stages must be distinguished: the first is that of
productiue transformation, when the ideology is initially
transformed to provide a theoretical basis; the second is that
of methodologica| reproduction, when the theory is devel-
oped as an entity separated from ideology. In this sense,
Copernicus' studies correspond to the first stage, where the
theoretical work consists essentially in the subversion of a
given ideology.

In architecture, we have yet to see a Copernicus to intro-
duce the first stage of theoretical explanation. Indeed we
have only recently begun to perceive the need to analyze the
relationships between theory and ideology.

Several architectural ideologies have had a more or less sys-
tematized appearance, which has been emphasized through
the ambiguous title of "theory." In recent years this am-
biguity has been accentuated by several pseudo-theoretical
developments that use models from difierent fields, such as
mathematics, logic, behaviorism or philosophy. When these
models are applied, they introduce a superficial order while
leaving the basic ideological structure unchanged. This intro-
duction of models from other fields is to be regarded as ideo-
logical consumption, and may be witnessed as temporary
fashion at the level of technique.' But the consumption of
theories, which can be considered in themselues tools f or the
deuelopment of theory on architecture, e,cts as a special form
of ideological obstacle, which we call theoretical blockade.

Many theories pretending to be theory in a strict sense are
in fact the precise opposite. They function as an obstacle to
theoretical production. But the many "semiotic theories of
architecture" which have been produced in recent years,
serve only to consume a theory of semiotics-that in our
opinion might provide a range of tools for the production of

knowledge on architecture. They constitute the essence of 95
a theoretical blockade.

This transposition of linguistic and semiotic concepts to the
field of architecture only maintains architectural ideology.
Such a procedure cannot be confused with a theoretical
process which must be based on the critique and subversion
of the ideological notions. In our opinion, semiotics can help
in this critical task, as an important tool for the production
of hnowledge, only if we understand the semiotic concepts in
relation to a general semiotic theory and not as isolated
formulas. This implies that semiotic concepts related to a
semiotic theory must be distinguished from similar con-
cepts related to other theoretical fields. For example, while
the concept of "code" belongs both to semiotics and com-
munication theory, it performs a difierent role in each theory.
Most present uses of semiotics fail to develop explicitly the
distinction between notions belonging to difierent theoretical
fields - semiotics, communication theory and traditional
semantics-which theyuse in a random and arbitraryfashion.

One aspect of theoretical blockade seems to us to arise in a
situation when those responsible for developing "theory"
neither distinguish nor relate with sufficient precision dis-
tinctly different discourses whose epistemological base and
orientation is patently divergent. This can be seen in the
existing confusion in the use of the notions of communication
and signification. To understand more clearly the nature of
this confusion one can look at George Baird's "La Dimension
Amoureuse in Architecture."r0 Baird writes, for example, ,,fn
the most modern sense of the distinction, the langue of a
social phenomenon is considered to be its 'code,, and the
parole its 'message.' In some respects, this distinction is the
most interesting because it introduces into semiology a num-
ber of precise mathematical techniques of analysis, common-
ly grouped under the name 'information theory.,,,,' The
confusion here is that langue and parole are related to the
notion of signification, and code and message to the notion
of communication. Langue-parole and code-message can
only be cross-linked in very few and exceptional cases.
The confusion between these two notions produces a situa-
tion where there is no clear definition and distinction made
between communications theory and semiotics considered as



96 a theory of signification. This problem can be seen in another
statement by Baird where these two theoretical fields are
again considered to be interchangeable: "Taking its cue from
Levi-Strauss' structural anthropology, modern semiology
looks on all social phenomena as cotntnunication systems;
not only the obvious ones...but also...architecture.",z

If semiotics is to become an important tool for the develop-
ment of architectural theory, it would seem important to
clarify the distinction between the notion of comn'r.unication
and the notion of signification, and, their particular relevance
for architecture.

Semiotics, the theory of the difierent systems of signs, is
considered to be only a first stage towards a future general
theory of ideologies." In this present stage semiotics not only
can provide models, but it can also suggest theoretical strat-
egies in our battle against a specific ideology, architectural
ideology.

In the definition of semiotics as given by Saussure,,, the
notion of communication does not appear for the precise
reason that it is a difierent and distinct phenomenon from
signification. The study of the phenomenon of communica-
tion, which analyzes how signs are sent and received, differs
from and cannot be confused with a study which analyzes
"what the signs consist of" or "what laws determine them.",,

The notion of communication in fact is related to a charac-
teristic that is common to all systems of signs; namely that
they provide a means for communicating between individ-
uals. In contrast, the notion of signification depends on the
particular internal structure within a given cultural system,
such as that appointed to architecture, cinema or literature.
The particular structure of such cultural phenomena stems
from their existence as social institutions and not from their
use by iudividuals. fn architecture, for example, the par-
ticular signification of Japanese buildings is related to the
internal structure of an architectural system of signs which
is determined by the social and cultural context, and not by
their functional use, which is similar to the use of buildings in
other cultures, i.e., shelter, gathering, etc. In other words,
the notion of communication is related to the function and

use of a system whereas the notion of signification indicates
internal relation within a system. Communication is con-
cemed with the use and effects of signs, while signification
is concerned with the nature of signs and the rules governing
them.'c This difierence implies, first, that even if we under-
stand the factors which are part of the process of communi-
cation, we may still not know anything about the nature of
signification itself; secondly, that since signification depends
on the specific nature of the difierent systems of signs, it has
to be redefined for each difierent semiotic system according
to the way its internal structure works and according to what
makes each internal structure different. This, then, is pre-
cisely the subject matter of semiotics-to consider the difier-
ent semiotic systems as devices which produce signification,
and to determine how this signification is produced.

Saussure's procedure for defining semiotics, linguistics and
linguistic signification demands examination both as a device
for the discussion of ideological notions and to establish the
heuristic value of semiotic concepts and procedures as a tool
for the production of a theory on architecture. In Saussure,
language itself is subsumed by the notion of semiotics. The
definition of linguistics requires a simultaneous definition of
semiotics. Saussure defines semiotics (semiologie) as the
science of the difierent systems of signs and the study of
"langue" (the system of language) as the study of only one
of the various semiotic systems. He then defines the concept
of "sign" (the units of the system) as a double entity com-
posed of a "signifier" (the acoustic image) and "signified"
(the concept). Following this, signification is defined as a
relation, intemal to the sign, linking signifier and signified.
He then demonstrates the arbitrary character of signification
in the sign and shows how it is determined by another rela-
tion-the relationship between signs external to the signs
themselves, which Saussure calls ualue.

With this definition Saussure opposes the concept of signifi-
cation in traditional semantics. In traditional semantics, as
shown, for example, in the semiological triangle of Ogden and
Richards, it is the particular conjunction of a form and a
meaning which gives rise to the word; that is, meaning itself
is considered as inherent to the word.,t For Saussure, on the
other hand, words only take meaning according to their place



within language considered as a semiotic system; that is, the
word has no inherent meaning in itself. Saussure is opposed
to the thesis of inherent meaning, where the meanings of
the components of language mirror their content, or in other
words, where language is seen as a representation o{ a
thought that exists before or independent of any linguistic
realization." Saussure postulates language as being a device

-and not a mirror-for communication. This device is seen as
a system of signs, which in turn is structured upon an inter-
nal, arbitrary relationship. As Barthes remarks: "Starting
from the fact that in human language the choice of sounds
is not imposed on us by the meaning itself (the or does not
determine the sound or, since in any case the sound is difier-
ent in other languages), Saussure had spoken oL an arbitrary
relation between signifier and signified."ls Instead of consid-
ering this relation - as determined by thought - Saussure
considers it as the result of a social contract. "The asso-
ciation of sound and representation is the outcome of a
collective training."'o

The consideration of architecture as a system of signs has
theoretical validity if it is used as a negative conceptual
tool; that is, only when notions such as arbitrariness or ualue
are used for a critique of architecture as an ideology. Saus-
sure defines arbitrariness as a tool to oppose and criticize the
ideological conception of language as representation. This
thesis of arbitrariness allows Saussure to do away with the
representative thesis about the nature of language. Because
he understands language as a system which is not deter-
mined by its content, he establishes the conditions for the
definition of an autonomous, theoretical object of linguistics:
the langue. The importance of arbitrariness in language rests
not only with the notion itself, but with the introduction of
socio-cultural hypotheses in linguistics that replace the nat-
uralistic hypothesis. The concept of arbitrariness has not yet
been introduced in semiotic theories of architecture, just as
the distinction between traditional semantics and semiotics
has never been made in architecture.

Traditional semantics makes explicit an implicit conception
oI meaning which has served as a basis for architectural
ideology from classical treatises to the {unctionalist ap-
proach. In the sense of traditional semantics, ob jects in the

environment have been understood to haue inherent mean- 97
ing. Traditional semantic concepts therefore only reinforce
and maintain architectural ideology in its function as an
obstacle to the production of knowledge. The conception of
inherent meaning is incompatible with the semiotic concep-
tion of meaning as determined by system. Because of this,
important semiotic concepts such as arbitrariness and value
are lost. It is also difficult to establish the notion of arbi-
trariness in architecture because it contradicts ideological
notions, such as function or expression, which are under-
stood to be naturally communicated by architectural objects,
as if their meanings were inherent to objects. To postulate
the linkage between object and meaning as arbitrary, implies
a denial of the supposed natural linkage between the func-
tion and the form of an object, which in turn exposes its
socio-cultural nature. That is, to attribute a certain function
to an architectural fact implies an underlying convention. In
other words, an architectural object is understood as such,
not because it has a certain inherent meaning which is "nat-
ural" to it, but because meaning has been attributed to it as
the result of cultural conuention.

This analysis of the arbitrary linkage between architectural
object and function or other meanings invalidates the notion
of function as the unique determinant of the form of the
object. It also invalidates the idea of meaning as inherent to
the object. Consequently, it is necessary to modify the tradi-
tional notion of meaning. The consideration of meaning intro-
duced in a theory of architecture through the notion of
arbitrariness must oppose ideological notions such as func-
tion or inherent meaning. The fact that these two notions
serve as an obstacle for the introduction of. arbitrqriness
explains, first, why there has been no suggestion for its appli-
cation to the field of architecture and, second, why a notion
such as motiuation has been introduced instead. For ex-
ample, Charles Jencks, in "Semiology and Architecture,"
says, "this is perhaps the most fundamental idea of semi-
ology and meaning in architecture: the idea that any form
in the environment or sign in language is motivated, or cap-
able of being motivated."" Such a notion perpetuates the
understanding of the built environment as a result of func-
tional demands, or as communicating a meaning which is
determined by what has "motivated it." This merely rein-



98 forces ideological views which emphasize the natural or
causal character of architectural form while denying its
conventional and socio-cultural nature. The notion of arbi-
trariness which shows that the form-function pair cannot
be explained in itself, indicates the necessity to explain it in
terms of its relationships with other pairs within a system
of conventions. In general, we can say that if any sign would
be an imitation of what it represents, then one could explain
it in itself, without the necessity of its having a relation with
other signs in a system. But as this is not the case, we must
investigate the nature of this relation.,,

As we said above, the relationship between signs, which links
them within a system, is defined by Saussure as ualue.It is
possible to say that with the notion of value Saussure breaks
from traditional semantics into the field of modern linguis-
tics. Here meaning is no longer an intrinsic property of an
isolated sign; rather, it is defined by the difierences or the
relation of values that are established between signs within
a formal system of relations: the langue.

For the definition of value Saussure compares language and
economics: "For asign (or an economic'value') to exist...
it must be possible, on the one hand, to exchange dissimilar
things (work and wage) and on the other, to compare simi-
lar things with each other. That is, one can exchange five
dollars for bread, soap or a cinema ticket, but one can also
cotnpare this five dollars with ten or fifty dollars, etc.; in the
same way, a'word' can be'exchanged' for an idea (that is,
for something dissimilar); but it can also be compared with
other words (that is, something similar) : in English the
word mutton deriues its value only from its co-existence
with sheep; the meaning is truly fixed only at the end of this
double determination: signification and value."" Value,
therefore, comes "from the reciprocal situation of the pieces
of the language." It is even more important than significa-
tion. "What quantity of idea or phonic matter a sign contains
is of less importance than what there is around it . . .""

Is it possible to construct a system in the domain of objects
using this semiotic procedure? We think it is. However, we
think the definition of that system requires a series of
methodological precautions.

First it is necessary to define the specific characteristics of
the "architecture" with which we are going to deal. In other
words, which "architecture" are we going to deal with in
terms of its situation? Is it Western architecture or Indian
architecture? Or are we going to define architecture by a time
sequence, such as Renaissance or Modern? A comparative
analysis of the concept of value within Western architecture,
with the concept of value within other systems of the same
culture (the natural language, for example) might be helpful
in determining some specific characteristics of architecture.
What should be avoided in this analysis is the mechanical
application of the model of langue to architecture-an oper-
ation which has occurred in several semiotic studies. The
mechanical application of this model, which was specifically
developed for language, to other semiotic systems, such as
architecture, only acknowledges the recognition of what is
similar to language on the ideological level but does not
define the differences in inner structure between language
and the other semiotic systems. Even if it is possible to see the
langue as a complex system of underlying rules, and there-
fore to compare it with the explicit and implicit systems of
rules in architecture, architectural rules are determined by a
certain sect belonging to a determined social class, while the
langue is the property of everyone in general and no one
in particular. These architectural systems of rules do not
show any of the properties of those of the langue-they are
not finite, they are not organized in a simple way, nor do
they determine the manifestation of the system. Moreover,
architectural rules are in a constant state of flux and change
radically.

The mechanical application of the model langue/speech to
Western architecture reinforces architectural ideology by
denying the difierences between architecture and language
and by ignoring the place of natural language in architec-
ture.25 Moreover, and perhaps more important, it denies that
"something" which defines a major difierence between archi-
tecture and language-that is, the creative aspect of archi-
tecture. In language the individual can use but not modify
the system of language (langue). In contrast to language,
the architect can and does modify the system, which is
fabricated on a system of conventions. The result of apply-
ing in a mechanical way the concept of langue to architecture



is that the fabricated, conventional character of the system
is hidden, appearing instead as if it were natural, as in lan-
guage. The model langue/speech does not explain but over-
looks creativity in architecture. Creativity in architecture is
a complex play of conservation and variation of shapes and
ideological notions within certain determined limits.rc In our
opinion an analysis of creativity could more properly be based
on the notion of value. It must begin by using as raw
material the ideological systems of rules which assign and
maintain certain value relationships between shapes and
meanings, for their design, use or interpretation. The de-
scription of the structure of these rules is a first necessary
step of semiotic analysis, where the concepts and the ade-
quate tools capable of overcoming specific ideological obsta-
cles must be produced. This preliminary work of description,
which is our immediate concern, must be distinguished, how-
ever, from the explanation ot the underlying system of rules
which produce the ideological structure, a task which is our
ultimate objective.:'

The discussion of ideological notions by means of semiotic
conceptual tools comprises another problem which also must
be faced. Ideology works as an obstacle to the production of
theory, not only by virtue of the fact that it perpetuates
ideological notions, such as function or inherent meaning,
but also by virtue of the fact that it perpetuates traditional
boundaries defining the various fields-ideological regions_
such as literature, urban design and architecture, where
those notions function..' Ideological notions always imply an
ideological region to which they belong, and conversely, any
ideological region is built upon an apparently more or lesi
systematized set of ideological notions.

What we call theoretical blockade is related not only to the
misuse of semiotic concepts but also to a more general prob-
lem-a confusion between an ideological region and an object
of study. The application of semiotic concepts to architec-
ture, as we have indicated, supposes a semiotic theory and
method being applied to architecture. In our view it makes
little sense to build a semiotics of architecture, which pre-
supposes a theory divided according to the existing divisions
of painting, literature, cinema, urban design, architecture,
etc. An ideological approach which identifies a semiotics of
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of the above practices and denies the fact that such divisions
have an institutional and conventional character. Conse-
quently, the theoretical system or object of study is confused
with real, concrete and singular objects. This difierence be-
tween theoretical and real object can be seen in social sci-
ences such as linguistics orhistoric materialism. For example,
the theoretical object of structural linguistics is not speech
but the concept of Langue, which is developed through the
study of real objects-i.e difierent languages. The theoretical
object of historic materialism is not a given social formation
such as France or England but the concept of history, which
is developed through the study of different modes of produc-
tion in real social formations. In a similar way the theoretical
object of a semiotics of the built environment must be the
development of an abstract conceptual structure which ex-
plains the production of signification in the configuration of
the built environment, which in turn will produce knowledge
of concrete objects such as Western architecture. The pro-
duction of this conceptual structure requires conceptual
tools which in the present initial stage do not exist and which
must be elaborated according to demands of the theoretical
work. This elaboration will be made on the basis of semiotic
abstract concepts and semiotic theoretical strategies em-
ployed as heuristic devices. In our conception of theory, its
ultimate raison d'etre is the knowledge of concrete objects,
in this case of the built environment in a certain time and
place. But this knowledge is only a result of a process of
transformation of notions belonging to an architectural
ideology. A theory as production of knowledge, as we have
indicated, is only to be developed through a constant strug-
gle with ideology. The production of knowledge can only be
done by disassembling not only ideological notions but also
through methodically erasing the boundaries separating
difierent practices within a culture and through looking
towards other cultures and situated at other points in time.
Theoretical work cannot be realized from inside architec-
tural ideology, but from a theoretical "outside', separated
from and against that ideology. This must be the first step
in the construction of a materialist dialectic theory of archi-
tecture as part of a more general theory of ideology.
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